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ÜrY[´<Z7UW´7V�_bZ7\±äb_DT÷]WYyT7_bÜ�_b´7YyÞ{YDê ÿ äb_DÝ Z7_bÚDYyX%]`_ÆZÙ´<_DÝ`TÙðñaD´<X}_råÞ ®_ba øGPWê µ�üFßYÄí�UWY©ßYÄX�U`\±ZÙaÍX}_D\^T
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T�ßY[´�\±Yo]WY÷þ�_+��°^aD´Ùî:cWa�UW´<\^Y[´�]`_ìûx_DX}\~°±ZÙa�Ý`\^_DÝ`_�²QV�_DTÙYy_D]�_ìÝWaó]WYyTÙYyÝOäDa�°±ä�\~X2YyÝ ZÙaó_DT7T7\^XÆßY[ZÙ´�\^Þ{a»]`_
ðzU`ÝMåÞ ®_baoÜãY[´7Z7UW´7V�_D]`aD´<_ øucWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±a÷Y  _bZÙa»· v y v ü�êxÿ?\~]�ßYy\^_�]WYyT7ZÙYà]WYyTÙYyÝOäDa�°±ä�\^X2YyÝOZÙaùßY�íOUWY
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ìÆø 3 C f 3 @ f 5 C f 5 @ ü&æ ìg7Dø 3 C f 3 @ ü/¯ut ì C ø 3 C f 3 @ f 5 C f 5 @ ü øGPWê ý�ü
a�Ý�]WYvtS<$·b²�TÙYyÝ`]WaàÜãa�T7Tyß� äDYy°`_DÞ�ú`_b´GU`X}_á_bÜ�´7ayïW\^X}_råÞ ®_ba)\^ÝOZÙY[ÚD´�ß_bäDYy°C]`Y ì4_bZÙ´<_yä+ßYyTS]WaàXÆßY[ZÙa�]Wa
Þ[°lß_DT7T7\^Þ{aì]`YoûxaD´<\�²Ûa�Ý�]WYo_»TÙa�°^UMåÞ ®_baó]WY ìg7}Þ{a�Ý`TÙZ7\±Z7U�\�a8fK�DY[´<Ý`Yy°�hì]WaóXKßY[ZÙa�]`aWê Ø a»YyÝ Z7_DÝOZÙaW²
Ý`a)Þ[_DT7a}]`_�´7YyT7TÙa�Ý�æ_DÝ�Þ[\^_u·lô�·»ßY�Üra�T<Tyß� äDYy°CZ7\±´<_b´Säb_DÝ Z7_bÚDYyX�]`a�ðz_bZÙa}í�UWY�a�TSÚD´<_DU`TS]WY�°^\^VrY[´�]`_D]WY
Üãa�T7T<UWYyX$ÜãY[´lß� a�]Wa�TuÞ[_b´<_DÞ{ZÙY[´lß� TÙZ7\~Þ{a�T VãYyX&]`\±ðñY[´7YyÝOZÙYyT[²:Y UWZ7\^°^\��y_b´u_ÍZÙY[aD´�\^_ù]Wa�T � ÝOäj_b´<\~_DÝ ZÙYyT
ÿ:]`\^_bVxß_bZ7\^Þ{a�TSÜ�_b´<_)´<YyTÙa�°±äDY[´¼_}û:_DX}\^°^ZÙa�Ý`\^_DÝ`_�ê Y�çÙ_DX Ü C fhÜ @ _DT�ðñ´7Yyí��UãæYyÝ`Þ[\^_DT)Þ[_b´<_DÞ{ZÙY[´lß� T7Z7\^Þ[_DT2]WY 5 C f 5 @ ²�´<YyTÙÜãYyÞ{Z7\±äj_DX}YyÝ ZÙYDêéÿxT<T7U`X}\^Ý�]Wa
í�UWYvw�æöÜ @1x Ü C <$·b²�ßY/Üãa�T7Tyß� äDYy° ` ï�_b´ 3 @ f 5 @ YS´7YyTÙa�°±äDY[´�_�ûx_DX}\~°±ZÙa�Ý`\^_DÝ`_ ì�Þ{a�X2aáTÙYSðña�T7TÙY/U`X
T<\^TÙZÙYyX}_�]WYxT`ßaáU`X?ÚD´�_DU�]WY/°^\^VrY[´�]`_D]WYD² 3 C f 5 C ê+ÿ¼Ü�°~\^Þ[_DÝ`]Wa�aáXÆßY[ZÙa�]Waà]`Y¼û¼aD´�\`_�YyTÙZÙY:T7\^TÙZÙYyX}_�²
_DÞ�ú`_DX)î�TÙY:ÝWaläb_DT+äb_b´<\yß_bäDYy\~T 3 y C f 5 y C f 3^y@ f 5 y@ ²OZ7_D\^T�í�UWY/_eÝ`aläb_áû:_DX}\^°±ZÙa�Ý`\~_DÝ`_ìßY ìgybø 3^y C f 3^y@ f 5 y@ ü�²OY
Üãa�]WY�T7Y[´Q´<YyTÙa�°±ä�\^]`_¼Þ{a�X}aeTÙY�ðña�T7TÙYSU`XÇT7\^T7ZÙYyX}_x]`YGT�ßa:U`XÇÚD´<_DU)]WYG°^\±VãY[´<]�_D]WYDêQ³ÀX2a�X2YyÝOZÙa 3^y C
ßY¼U�X}_�Þ{a�Ý`TÙZ7_DÝOZÙY¼_bZOßY/aD´<]WYyXzwy²DYS´7YyÞ{Y[VãYSaeÝWa�X2YS]WYS\^ÝOäj_b´�\^_DÝ ZÙYS_D]`\~_bV¼ß_bZ7\^Þ{aWê&Uì_DT�]WYSðñ_bZÙaW² 3^y C
]`Y[ÜrYyÝ�]WYS]WY 3 y@ f 5 y@ _bZÙ´<_yä+ßYyT�]`YSZÙY[´<X2a�T�]�_�aD´<]WYyX ]WYMw @ ê ë a�X2a�YyTÙZÙYyT�ZÙY[´<X2a�T+T ®_baáÜãY[´<\yßa�]`\~Þ{a�T[²
Üãa�]WYyXÇTÙY[´�Yy°^\^X}\~Ý`_D]Wa�T�ðñ_L�[YyÝ`]`abî�TÙY/U`X}_:XKßYy]`\^_�TÙaDV�´7Y�a�ÜãY[´lß� a�]Wa:]WY 5 y@ ²�aDV`ZÙYyÝ`]Wabî�T7YGU�X äb_D°±aD´
]`Y 3{y C í�UWY}Üãa�]WY2TÙY[´àÞ{a�Ý�T7\^]WY[´<_D]`auÞ{a�X}aìa Yy°±YyX}YyÝ ZÙa»Ü`´�ßaDÜ`´<\^a÷_DT7T7a�Þ[\^_D]`aì_baìÜ`´�\^X2Yy\±´7a÷ÚD´<_DU
]`Yu°~\±VãY[´<]`_D]WYDêVcM\^Ý`_D°^X2YyÝOZÙYD²�_ËTÙa�°~UMåÞ ®_baË]WY ìgy�ð�aD´�ÝWYyÞ{YõaéYy°±YyX2YyÝOZÙaËÜ`´�ßaDÜ`´<\^a»_DT7TÙa�Þ[\^_D]WaË_ba
T7Y[Ú�U`Ý`]Wa2ÚD´<_DUì]WYe°^\±VãY[´<]`_D]`YDê

O TÙZÙY÷ð�aD´�X}_D°^\^T7X}a Üãa�]WYoTÙY[´àYyT7ZÙYyÝ`]`\^]Waó_ìí�U`_D°^í�UWY[´àT<\^TÙZÙYyX}_óÞ{a�Xm%&ÚD´<_DU`T�]WYo°^\^VrY[´�_D]WY
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?:C�ADCËßYu]`_õaD´<]WYyX>]WYì·,xb¶ó_DÝWa�T[²QaìÜãY[´lß� a�]Wa ]WYLJ ßY÷]`_õaD´<]`YyX>ýzxb¶D¶ó_DÝWa�T[²MY}aìÜãY[´lß� a�]Wa ]`Y
� ßY�]`_õaD´�]WYyX
]WY»·[¶ ï _DÝWa�T[êuÿ¬äj_DÝOZ7_bÚDYyX>]`YyTÙZÙY�ðñaD´<X}_D°^\~T7X2aõÞ{a�X
´<Yy°^_råÞ ®_ba a_ O í�êËøGPWê ý�üóßY
íOUWY¼anfK�DY[´<Ý`Yy°�há]Wa�XKßY[ZÙa�]`a�]WY:û¼aD´�\SßYxX�_D\^T�Þ{a�X}Ü�°±Y[ZÙaà]`aàí�UWY�ì87j²yçWß_�íOU`Y¼Þ{a�Ý Z�ßYyX YyXàV�UWZ7\~]Wa
ZÙY[´<X2a�T/]`_}aD´<]WYyX�]WY�t�²`í�UWYeÝ`_ O íCê¼øGPWê ý�üST`ßa�_bÜC_b´7YyÞ{YyX�YyXîì C êØ a�T<TÙa�X}a�]WYy°^aà\^Ý`Þ[°~U`\W_DT�Ü`´<\^Ý`Þ[\^Ü�_D\^TMÜãY[´7Z7UW´7VC_råÞ ®aDYyT�]WY[ä�\^]`_DTça_áäb_b´<\^_råÞ ®_ba2TÙYyÞ[U�°^_b´�]�_ ßaD´7V�\^Z7_
]WY�öGßUWÜ�\±ZÙY[´y²b_DT7T7\~X Þ{a�X2a�a�TQZÙY[´<X2a�TM_DT7T7a�Þ[\^_D]`a�T�a_DTQÜãY[´7Z7UW´<V�_råÞ ®aDYyT�]�\±´7Y[Z7_DTQ]Wa�TQa�UWZÙ´7a�TQÜ�°^_DÝWY[Z7_DT
öDalä�\^_DÝWa�Tyê � T7ZÙaÄÜãa�]WY[´�\^_óÚDY[´<_b´o_K_bÜ�_b´<\gåÞ ®_ba ]`Yõ´7YyT7TÙa�Ý�æ_DÝ�Þ[\^_DT�TÙYyÞ[U�°^_b´7YyT2YyÝOZÙ´7Y a�T�ÚD´<_DU`T�]`Y
°^\±VãY[´<]`_D]WY/]`a�Ü�´7aDV�°±YyX}_�²�a)íOUWY�\^ÝOäb_D°^\^]`_b´<\~_�_�_bÜ�´7ayïW\^X}_råÞ ®_ba}_D]`\~_bV¼ß_bZ7\^Þ[_�]`_)TÙa�°^UMåÞ ®_baWê+¯QaD´�ßYyXõ²
T7_bVãYyX2a�T/_}ÜC_b´7Z7\±´¼]WYáa�UWZÙ´7a�T/YyT7Z7U`]Wa�Tàø»UìaD´<_D\^T:µb¶D¶W·lüxíOUWYà_IßU`Ý`\^Þ[_)´<YyT7TÙa�Ý�æ_DÝ`Þ[\~_}TÙYyÞ[U`°^_b´:íOU`Y
_DÞ{a�Ý ZÙYyÞ{Y Ý�_ ´7YyT<TÙa�Ý�æ_DÝ`Þ[\^_I·lô�·©ßYË_TÜ C/� ²xYyÝ äDa�°±äDYyÝ�]WaÍaÆÝWa�]WaÍ]WaÍ_DTÙZÙY[´�ßa�\^]WYóYË]WYËöGßUWÜ�\^ZÙY[´yê
O TÙZ7_à´7YyT7TÙa�ÝQæ_DÝ`Þ[\^_)X}_DÝ`\±ðñYyTÙZ7_jî�TÙY�Ý`_DT�ÚD´<_DÝ�]WYyTG_DX2Ü�°^\±Z7U�]WYyT�]WY�°^\^V`´<_råÞ ®_baW²�a�Ý`]WY�íOU`_DT7Y�Ý`YyÝ`úOU�X
þÛ´7a�\~_DÝWa2´7Yy_D°:ßYeaDV�T7Y[´7äj_D]`aWê
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þÛ´7a�\~_DÝWa�T+]WYxöGßUWÜ�\±ZÙY[´l²�\^Ý`Þ[°^U`\~Ý`]Wa:a�T+aDV�çÙY[ZÙa�T�Ý�U`X2Y[´�_D]Wa�T+Y¼X�U`°±Z7\^aDÜra�T<\^Þ[\±a�Ý`_D\^TMÞ{a�Ý`ú`YyÞ[\^]Wa�T+YyX
]WY_�[YyXáV�´7a2]WY�µb¶D¶D¶�ê�ÿ Ü`´<YyÞ[\^T ®_ba2]WYyTÙZÙYyTGYy°±YyX}YyÝ ZÙa�TGÜ`´CßaDÜ`´<\±a�T�TÙaDV`´7Y�xb¶)X}\^°~ú ®aDYyT�]`Y�_DÝ`a�T�ßYe]�_
aD´<]WYyX ]`Yà¶�ê^·+ì øñ´yê Xõê T[ê ü�²raoí�UWYà´7Y[Ü`´7YyTÙYyÝOZ7_÷U`X�Y[´7´<ao_bÜ`´7alï�\~X}_D]`_DX2YyÝOZÙY�]�U`_DT/äDY_�[YyT�X}_D\±aD´
íOUWY�auaDV`Z7\^]Wau_÷Ü�_b´7Z7\±´�]WY�YyTÙZ7U`]`a�T�Ü�UW´<_DX2YyÝOZÙY)ÝOU`XÆßY[´�\^Þ{a�T}øuTG\±YyÝéY  Þ<ú�UWV�_b´7Z)· v y w â�Uì\^°~_DÝ`\
· vzv ý�ü�êë a�X>YyTÙZÙYyT)Yy°±YyX2YyÝOZÙa�T)Ü`´�ßaDÜ`´�\±a�T[²M\^]WYyÝOZ7\ ` Þ[_DX2a�T�_DT�ðñ_DX ß� °^\^_DTá]`Yo_DTÙZÙY[´�ßa�\~]WYyT[²+_bZÙ´<_lä+ßYyT�]`a
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In this paper we develop a semianalytical model to describe
the long-term motion of Trojan asteroids located in tadpole orbits
around the L4 and L5 jovian Lagrangian points. The dynamical
model is based on the spatial elliptic three-body problem, including
the main secular variations of Jupiter’s orbit and the direct pertur-
bations of the remaining outer planets. Based on ideas introduced
by A. H. Jupp (1969, Astron. J. 74, 35–43), we develop a canoni-
cal transformation which allows the transformation of the tadpole
librating orbits into circulating orbits. The disturbing function is
then explicitly expanded around each libration point by means of a
Taylor–Fourier asymmetric expansion.

Making use of the property in which the different degrees of free-
dom in the Trojan problem are well separated with regard to their
periods of oscillation, we are able to find approximate action-angle
variables combining Hori’s method with the theory of adiabatic in-
variants. This procedure is applied to estimate proper elements for
the sample of 533 Trojans with well determined orbits at December
2000. The errors of our semianalytical estimates are about 2–3 times
larger than those previously obtained with numerical approaches
by other authors.

Finally, we use these results to search for asteroidal families
among the Trojan swarms. We are able to identify and confirm
the existence of most of the families previously detected by Milani
(1993, Celest. Mech. Dynam. Astron. 57, 59–94). The families of
Menelaus and Epeios, both around L4, are the most robust candi-
dates to be the by-product of catastrophic disruption of larger as-
teroids. On the other hand, no significant family is detected around
L5. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: asteroids, dynamics; asteroids, Trojans; celestial
mechanics; resonances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Trojans (or Jupiter Trojans) are a group of asteroids loca-
ted in the vicinity of Jupiter’s orbit when observed in the semima-
jor axis domain. Their orbits are characterized by an oscillation
of the angle λ− λ1 around one of the equilateral Lagrangian
points L4, L5 (λ and λ1 are the mean longitudes of the asteroid
and Jupiter, respectively). These orbits are usually referred to
as “tadpole” orbits due to the shape of the zero-velocity curves
of the three-body problem in the synodic reference frame. The
Trojan swarms can be further divided into two groups: the
Greeks, orbiting the L4 point, and the genuine Trojans, orbit-
ing L5.

Even though theoretical studies of equilateral equilibrium
configurations of the three-body problem date back to Lagrange
in the late eighteenth century, the first asteroid in such a loca-
tion was observed only in 1906. It was later designated as (588)
Achilles and was found orbiting L4. The same year a second
body, (617) Patroclus, was found in L5. Since then, an ever in-
creasing number of asteroids have been discovered. The present
number of Trojans (as of December 2000) with well determi-
ned orbits contained in the Asteroids Database of Lowell Ob-
servatory(ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.dat)
amounts to 533. If we include the bodies with poorly determined
orbits, this number grows to more than 800. Even this number
may be only the tip of the iceberg. Levison et al. (1997) predict
that as many as two million asteroids (with size larger than one
kilometer) may in fact lie around these points, thus rivaling the
population found in the main belt.

The basic idea of the present study is to develop a semiana-
lytical model for the dynamics in the 1 : 1 mean motion reso-
nance. We focus on the long-term behavior of bodies in tadpole
orbits in the vicinity of the equilateral Lagrangian points, and we
present some results concerning the long-term dynamical evolu-
tion of these asteroids. Our aim is to construct a model that can
be applied to a qualitative study of the resonant structure in the
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tadpole regime (e.g., secular resonances inside the libration zone
of each Lagrange point), but the main goal of the present paper
is the determination of proper elements for all known Trojans.
Although we center our study on Jupiter Trojans, it is worth not-
ing that the scope of this work is not restricted to this subsystem.
Specifically, one of the main advantages of analytical studies is
the universality of the model: It may be applied to the case of
any other perturber.

We note that, up to now, all the determinations of Trojan
proper elements have been carried out numerically. Perhaps the
most complete study to date is due to Milani (1993). He per-
formed a numerical integration over timescales of 106 yr, and
applied a Fourier analysis to the output to determine the funda-
mental frequencies of the free oscillations and their amplitudes
(i.e., synthetic theory). These latter constitute his proper ele-
ments. A similar approach was recently employed by Burger
et al. (1998) and Pilat-Lohinger et al. (1999), although their
study was more concerned with chaotic orbits. On the other
hand, analytical and semianalytical approaches have only been
made in the case of main belt asteroids (e.g., Williams 1969,
Milani and Knežević 1990, 1994, Lemaı́tre and Morbidelli 1994,
Knežević et al. 1995, Knežević and Milani 2001).

From a theoretical point of view, proper elements are inte-
grals of motion of a given dynamical system. They are values of
certain actions of the system that remain constant in time (see
Lemaı́tre 1993 and Knežević 1994 for discussions). However, in
practice almost all real dynamical systems are nonintegrable, so
these integrals of motion do not really exist. In the best case we
can find only quasi-integrals, which are only approximately con-
stant in time, provided the chaos is sufficiently localized and slow
so that the calculated proper elements still make sense and con-
tain meaningful information about the dynamics. In some sense,
studies of proper elements constitute a kind of “archaeology” of
the Solar System. Within the present observed distribution of
bodies we search for relics of their original dynamical structure:
parameters that have remained almost unchanged for hundreds
of millions of years. And it is through these relics that we hope
to deepen our understanding of the origin of these bodies.

When determining proper elements for a given dynamical sys-
tem, the main sources of approximation for the results are: (i)
nonintegrability (chaos) of the system, which causes the real mo-
tion of the system to be nonquasiperiodic in nature; (ii) very long
period perturbations, resulting from quasi-commensurabilites
between the different frequencies of the system; and (iii) limi-
tations of the dynamical model, which include approximations
both in the analytical model and in the model of the Solar Sys-
tem. While the two latter approximations generate periodic vari-
ations of the calculated proper elements (thus influencing only
their precision), the first one concerns their very existence and
can make them meaningless.

The question that arises is: What is the magnitude of the chaos
in the Trojan belt? Although this question has been addressed
several times in past years, we still do not have a complete an-
swer. Milani (1993), in his study of proper elements of Trojan

asteroids, found several cases of what he refers to as “stable
chaos,” i.e., orbits with positive Lyapunov exponents (in some
cases even quite large), but which do not exhibit any gross insta-
bility over very long timescales. Only very few asteroids were
found with significant instabilities on timescales of the order of
106 yr, all of them lying in the vicinity of secular resonances of
the node. Similar results were also found by Pilat-Lohinger et al.
(1999) and by Marzari and Scholl (2000). Giorgilli and Skokos
(1997) used Nekhoroshev theory to study the stability of the
tadpole libration region in the Sun–Jupiter–asteroid model. Al-
though they found a zone around the Lagrange points which is
effectively stable over the age of the universe, this region is too
small and only includes a few of the real Trojans. Most of the
present Trojan population seems to lie outside this stable region,
which implies that chaotic diffusion and global instability can-
not be ruled out for these asteroids. A different type of study was
undertaken by Levison et al. (1997). They performed numeri-
cal integrations of real and fictitious bodies over timescales of
109 yr and for various initial conditions. Although a number of
particles showed lifetimes much shorter than the age of the So-
lar System, about 90% of the initial conditions compatible with
the Trojan swarm survived the complete simulation, exhibiting
(apparently) stable behavior. Thus, although at present we are
not able to provide a precise quantification of the stability of the
real Trojans, there is a certain confidence that whatever instabil-
ity or chaotic diffusion exist must be extremely slow. For most
of the Trojan population, the present dynamical behavior should
remain essentially invariant for timescales of at least 108–109 yr.
Over these timescales, proper elements are certainly meaningful
and can be considered good indicators of the original dynamical
structure.

The present paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
an application of the method of adiabatic invariance to Hori’s
averaging method in canonical systems (Hori 1966). This is the
approach that will be used to determine the solution of the sets
of canonical transformations, eventually leading to the determi-
nation of the proper elements. In Section 3 we introduce the
general semianalytic expansion of the Hamiltonian of the three-
body problem in the vicinity of the 1 : 1 resonance. Section 4
discusses the hierarchical separation of the different degrees of
freedom of the problem and their successive elimination. De-
termination of proper elements follows in Section 5, as well as
their comparison with previous studies. Identification of possi-
ble asteroidal families is treated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
is devoted to conclusions.

2. AVERAGING METHODS WITH
ADIABATIC INVARIANCE

Many characteristics of the Trojan asteroids complicate the
elaboration of an analytical model for their long-term motion.
They have moderate-to-low eccentricities (e ≤ 0.2), but they
can reach very high inclinations (up to 40◦) with respect to
Jupiter’s orbit. The resonant angle σ = λ− λ1 may show large
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amplitudes of libration: D ≤ 40◦ (we define D as half the dif-
ference between the maximum and minimum values of σ , i.e.,
D = (σmax − σmin)/2). Moreover, in several cases the longitude
of perihelion $ can show what is usually referred to as “kine-
matic” or “paradoxal” libration. In other words,$ does not take
all the values from zero to 2π , although from the topological
point of view the motion is related to a circulation. Fortunately,
there is one feature that counteracts these difficulties. It refers to
the fact that the different degrees of freedom of the system are
well separated with respect to their periods. In other words, while
the period of libration associated with the resonant angle σ is
typically about 150 yr, the period of oscillation of the longitude
of perihelion $ is of the order of 3500 yr, while the period of
the longitude of the ascending node is even longer: 105–106 yr.
It is this property we exploit in the modeling of our problem.

In this section we concentrate on the development of a gen-
eral procedure to analyze multidimensional Hamiltonian sys-
tems having this kind of “hierarchical” separation of the differ-
ent degrees of freedom. In the next section the results obtained in
this manner will be applied to the particular case of the Trojans.

2.1. System with Two Degrees of Freedom

We begin by supposing a generic two-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem defined by a Hamiltonian function F ,

F ≡ F(J, θ ) = F0(J1, J2) + µF1(J1, J2, θ1, θ2), (1)

where µ is a small parameter and (J, θ ) are action-angle vari-
ables of F0. We will assume that the unperturbed frequencies
νi = ∂F0/∂ Ji are finite and large, i.e., neither θ1 nor θ2 are
resonant angles. Furthermore, we will suppose that there are
no significant commensurabilities between these frequencies.
In other words, there are no small integer values k, l such that
kν1 + lν2 ' 0. Then, we can solve this system by using a clas-
sical averaging process such as Hori’s method. We search for
a generating function B(J ∗, θ∗) of the transformation (J, θ ) →
(J ∗, θ∗) to new canonical variables (J ∗, θ∗) such that the trans-
formed Hamiltonian is F∗ = F∗(J ∗). In order to perform all
calculations explicitly, imagine that we have F written as a trun-
cated Fourier–Taylor series of the type

F(J, θ ) =
∑

i, j,k,l

Ai, j,k,l(J1)i (J2) j E
√

−1(kθ1+lθ2), (2)

where E x = exp(x) and the coefficients Ai, j,k,l (constant with
respect to the variables) are, for the time being, undetermined.
The transformation equations between both systems of variables,
up to first order, are given by

J1 = J ∗
1 + ∂B1/∂θ

∗
1

θ1 = θ∗
1 − ∂B1/∂ J ∗

1 (3)
J2 = J ∗

2 + ∂B1/∂θ
∗
2

θ2 = θ∗
2 − ∂B1/∂ J ∗

2 ,

where the first-order generating function has the form

B1 = −
√

−1
∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1 + lν∗

2

(J ∗
1 )i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ∗
1 +lθ∗

2 ), (4)

and the new Hamiltonian is F∗(J ∗
1 , J ∗

2 ) = F0(J ∗
1 , J ∗

2 ). The new
frequencies ν∗

1 , ν
∗
2 are given, in terms of the new actions, as

ν∗
1 ≡

∂F∗

∂ J ∗
1

=
∑

i, j

i Ai, j,0,0(J ∗
1 )(i−1)(J ∗

2 ) j

(5)

ν∗
2 ≡

∂F∗

∂ J ∗
2

=
∑

i, j

j Ai, j,0,0(J ∗
1 )i (J ∗

2 )( j−1).

It is worth noting that B1 is a function of order µ ¿ 1, so the
difference between (J, θ ) and (J ∗, θ∗) is also of order µ. More-
over, the difference between the old unperturbed frequencies νi

and the new ones ν∗
i is of order µ, and whenever ν1 and ν2 are

not commensurable, so should ν∗
1 and ν∗

2 be. In other words, we
can assure that up to order µ there are no small integers k, l
such that kν∗

1 + lν∗
2 ' 0. Then, the solution of system (3) can be

found by an iterative procedure of successive approximations.
For the discussion that follows, it is important to mention that

it is not necessary to restrict Hori’s method to the first order in
µ. Nevertheless, all the calculations are easier and the procedure
developed in our model becomes much clearer.

2.2. Hierarchical Structure and Adiabatic Invariance

Let us concentrate on the solution of system (3) and the search
for the new action-angle variables (J ∗, θ∗). Let us forget, for the
time being, that this system corresponds to a canonical transfor-
mation and think about it as a system of four algebraic equa-
tions corresponding to two different sets of variables (degrees
of freedom). Knowing (J1, J2, θ1, θ2), we wish to determine
(J ∗

1 , J ∗
2 , θ

∗
1 , θ

∗
2 ) so as to satisfy (3). Instead of taking all equa-

tions simultaneously, we will divide the system into two parts,
adopting a hypothesis of adiabatic invariance as follows. Let
us suppose that the unperturbed frequencies of each degree of
freedom satisfy the condition

ν1 À ν2, (6)

and let us introduce the small parameter ε = ν2/ν1. We know,
for example, that this kind of relation holds in the Trojan case.
Since the first degree of freedom is much faster than the second,
we can solve it separately, assuming fixed values for (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ),

and writing the solution in terms of these values.
Let us rewrite the subsystem corresponding to the first degree

of freedom explicitly as

J1 = J̄ ∗
1−

∂

∂θ̄
∗
1

(

∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν̄∗
1 + lν∗

2

( J̄ ∗
1)i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ̄∗
1+lθ∗

2 )

)
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θ1 = θ̄∗
1 +

∂

∂ J̄ ∗
1

(

∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν̄∗
1 + lν∗

2

( J̄ ∗
1)i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ̄∗
1+lθ∗

2 )

)

,

(7)

where we suppose (J ∗
2 , θ

∗
2 ) to be fixed parameters (with respect

to time). Since this is not true in the real system (3), we will
designate the results obtained by this approximation as ( J̄ ∗

1, θ̄
∗
1).

In other words, (J ∗
1 , θ

∗
1 ) will be the real (averaged to the first

order) action-angle variables, and ( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1) will be the approx-

imations obtained from (7). Solving this system by iterations,
and denoting (J 0

1 , θ
0
1 ) as the initial values at t = 0, we obtain

J̄ ∗
1 = J̄ ∗

1

(

J 0
1 , θ

0
1 ; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2

)

(8)
θ̄∗

1 = θ̄∗
1

(

J 0
1 , θ

0
1 ; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2

)

.

Now, we need to relate ( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1) to the original (J ∗

1 , θ
∗
1 ). From the

theory of adiabatic invariants (see Henrard, 1993) we know that
the difference between the solution of the system where (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 )

are fixed and the one where these quantities are slowly varying
with time is of the order of ε, i.e.,

J̄ ∗
1 − J ∗

1 ∝ εK( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 )

(9)
θ̄∗

1 − θ∗
1 ∝ εL( J̄ ∗

1, θ̄
∗
1; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ),

where K and L are functions of order unity (see Henrard 1970
and Henrard and Roels 1974 for a detailed explanation). Thus,
since ε ¿ 1, we can suppose that both sets of solutions are
approximately the same. In other words, using the adiabatic
approximation, the new action-angle variables (J ∗

1 , θ
∗
1 ) are de-

termined up to order ε, and this parameter defines the degree of
precision of the method.

2.2.1. Solution for the first degree of freedom. Let us recall
the subsystem (7). Since ν1 À ν2 (and so ν∗

1 À ν∗
2 ), and the

indices k, l are bounded (recall that Eq. (2) is a truncated series),
we can approximate kν∗

1 + lν∗
2 ≈ kν∗

1 . Therefore,

J1 ' J̄ ∗
1 −

∂

∂θ̄∗
1

(

∑

i, j

∑

k 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1

( J̄ ∗
1)i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ̄∗
1+lθ∗

2 )

)

θ1 ' θ̄∗
1 +

∂

∂ J̄ ∗
1

(

∑

i, j

∑

k 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1

( J̄ ∗
1)i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ̄∗
1+lθ∗

2 )

)

.

(10)

The difference between this expression and (7) is also of the
order ε. We can easily see that (10) can be rewritten as

J1 ' J̄ ∗
1 +

∂

∂θ̄∗
1

B̂1( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 )

(11)

θ1 ' θ̄∗
1 −

∂

∂ J ∗
1

B̂1( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ),

where B̂1( J̄ ∗
1, θ̄

∗
1; J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ) is the generating function with fixed

(J ∗
2 , θ

∗
2 ), corresponding to the single-degree-of-freedom

Hamiltonian defined by

F̂(J1, θ1; J2, θ2) =
∑

i,k

{

∑

j,l

Ai, j,k,l(J2) j E
√

−1lθ2

}

(J1)i E
√

−1kθ1

=
∑

i,k

Âi,k(J1)i E
√

−1kθ1 , (12)

with (J2, θ2) fixed.
In other words, if we consider (J2, θ2) as slowly changing ex-

ternal parameters, then the calculation of the action-angle vari-
ables ( J̄ ∗

1, θ̄
∗
1) of the reduced Hamiltonian (12), expanded only

in the first degree of freedom (i.e., with fixed values of J2, θ2),
is equivalent up to order ε to the determination of (J ∗

1 , θ
∗
1 ) from

the complete Hamiltonian (2).
The action J̄ ∗

1 is an invariant of the “frozen” Hamiltonian (12),
but not of the full Hamiltonian (2). Since (J2, θ2) vary slowly
with time, so does J̄ ∗

1, and according to the adiabatic theory, this
variation is such that

d J̄ ∗
1

dt
∼ ε2. (13)

Then, for very small values of ε this second order variation can
be neglected, and the resulting “constant” value of J̄ ∗

1 is called
an adiabatic invariant of Hamiltonian (2). It is worth noting
that these second order corrections to the adiabatic invariant
are periodic with the same period of (J2, θ2). Thus, they could
be eliminated by a suitable averaging of J̄ ∗

1 over a period of
(J2, θ2). As we see below, averaging the corrections provides a
better approach to the adiabatic invariant than neglecting them.

2.2.2. Solution for the second degree of freedom. We now
have expressions for the action-angle variables J ∗

1 = J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 )

and θ∗
1 = θ∗

1 (J ∗
2 , θ

∗
2 ) (determined up to order ε) corresponding

to the first degree of freedom. Let us pass to the second one. We
recall the second half of system (3) as

J2 = J ∗
2 + ∂B1/∂θ

∗
2

(14)
θ2 = θ∗

2 − ∂B1/∂ J ∗
2 .

Introducing the solution of (J ∗
1 , θ

∗
1 ) into the generating function

(4), we have

B ′
1 = −

√
−1

∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1 + lν∗

2

× (J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ))i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ∗
1 (J ∗

1 ,J
∗
2 )+lθ∗

2 ). (15)

We write B ′
1 instead of B1 because (once again) there is a differ-

ence of order ε from the hypothesis of adiabatic approximation.
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Explicitly, system (14) can be written as

J2 = J ∗
2 −

∂

∂θ∗
2

(

∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1 + lν∗

2

× (J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ))i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ∗
1 (J ∗

1 ,J
∗
2 )+lθ∗

2 )

)

(16)

θ2 = θ∗
2 +

∂

∂ J ∗
2

(

∑

i, j

∑

k,l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,k,l

kν∗
1 + lν∗

2

× (J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ))i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1(kθ∗
1 (J ∗

1 ,J
∗
2 )+lθ∗

2 )

)

,

which corresponds to a one-degree-of-freedom nonautonomous
system, since θ∗

1 is a linear function of time.
Let us now define the averaging as

〈X〉θ∗
1

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
X dθ∗

1 (17)

and apply it to both sides of (16). To first order in ε, this yields

〈J2〉θ∗
1

= J ∗
2 −

∂

∂θ∗
2

(

∑

i, j

∑

l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,0,l

lν∗
2

× (J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ))i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1lθ∗
2

)

(18)

〈θ2〉θ∗
1

= θ∗
2 +

∂

∂ J ∗
2

(

∑

i, j

∑

l 6=0

√
−1Ai, j,0,l

lν∗
2

× (J ∗
1 (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ))i (J ∗

2 ) j E
√

−1lθ∗
2

)

,

which corresponds to a one-degree-of-freedom autonomous sys-
tem.

2.2.3. Reduction to the averaged Hamiltonian. Let us now
return to our initial expansion of the Hamiltonian

F(J, θ ) =
∑

i, j,k,l

Ai, j,k,l(J1)i (J2) j E
√

−1(kθ1+lθ2), (19)

and let us introduce the solution to the first degree of freedom
J1 = J1(t, J2, θ2), θ1 = θ1(t, J2, θ2). Furthermore, let us average
the resulting expression with respect to θ1 and call this new
function F̃ . Thus,

F̃(J2, θ2) =
1

τ ∗
1

∫ τ ∗
1

0

∑

i, j,k,l

Ai, j,k,l(J1)i (J2) j E
√

−1(kθ1+lθ2) dt,

(20)

where τ ∗
1 = 2π/ν∗

1 . Comparing this with system (18), we can
see that the action-angle variables (J ∗

2 , θ
∗
2 ) can be thought of

as action-angle variables of the one-degree-of-freedom system
defined by the Hamiltonian F̃ , if calculated in terms of the av-
eraged variables: F̃(〈J2〉θ∗

1
, 〈θ2〉θ∗

1
).

In other words, we can average the original Hamiltonian (19)
over a reference orbit of the first degree of freedom (which is
obtained by adiabatic approximation assuming that the second
degree is fixed), and then we can use this averaged Hamiltonian
to solve the second degree of freedom.

2.3. Extension to Many Degrees of Freedom

The procedure described above does not need to be restricted
to two degrees of freedom. Imagine a general case with N de-
grees of freedom (J1, J2, . . . , JN , θ1, θ2, . . . , θN ), such that the
unperturbed frequencies νi of each angular variable θi are finite
and large, and satisfy the condition of adiabatic invariance with
respect to the previous one. In other words, let us call εi, j = ν j/νi

and let us suppose that ν1 À ν2 À · · · À νN . Once again, the
first degree is much faster than the second, the second much
faster than the third, an so on. Then, we can repeat the above
procedure. First, we solve the Hamiltonian F for (J ∗

1 , θ
∗
1 ) as-

suming (J ∗
2 , θ

∗
2 , . . . , J ∗

N , θ
∗
N ) fixed (adiabatic approximation).

We use this solution to average F over θ∗
1 obtaining F̄ , we solve

F̄ for (J ∗
2 , θ

∗
2 ) assuming (J ∗

3 , θ
∗
3 , . . . , J ∗

N , θ
∗
N ) fixed, and we use

this solution to average F̄ over θ∗
2 obtaining ¯̄F , etc.

We can conclude that a general N -degree-of-freedom
Hamiltonian system in which the different degrees of freedom
are well separated in periods can be approached and solved one
degree of freedom at a time. We solve a cascade of single-degree-
of-freedom Hamiltonians, each of them averaged over the faster
degrees of freedom and with fixed values of the slower degrees
of freedom. The consequence of this is twofold. First, as in usual
perturbation techniques, the modeling does not need to be done
at once over all the dimensions of the problem, with the re-
sulting simplification. Second, for each degree of freedom, the
“unperturbed” Hamiltonian used to determine the action-angle
variables is much more complete than in the usual perturbation
theories. On the other hand, there is a price to be paid: The
accuracy of the approximate action-angle variables is directly
proportional to ε.

3. APPLICATION TO THE TROJAN ASTEROIDS

Let us now apply this method to the case at hand. Although
the present work is semianalytical in nature, the procedure we
adopted for the evaluation of the proper elements requires an
explicit expression for the Hamiltonian (averaged over short-
period terms) for a massless body located in tadpole orbits in
the vicinity of equilateral Lagrange points. This, in turn, implies
finding an expansion of the averaged disturbing function in terms
of an appropriate set of variables.

It is worthwhile mentioning that, although significant efforts
have been undertaken to find expansions for mean-motion
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resonances p/q with p 6= q , the same is not true in the case of
the Trojans. Practically all the analytical studies of the 1 : 1 reso-
nance use either variational equations or expansions in Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) centered at the Lagrange points. This oc-
curs because the equilibrium solutions are easier to represent as
fixed points in the (x, y, z) space, and also because the disturb-
ing function in Cartesian coordinates is extremely simple and
does not have the limitations of the Laplacian-type expansions,
which are not convergent in the Trojan case.

Although models based on Cartesian coordinates can yield
precise results, they are not suitable for the determination of
proper elements. For this purpose, it is better to use an ex-
pansion of the disturbing function in terms of orbital elements
(or their canonical counterparts). An example of this kind of
expansion was recently given by Morais (1999), and it is based
on a local expansion around the resonant semimajor axis. Nev-
ertheless, local expansions are not new. Woltjer (1924) devised
an asymmetric expansion for the Trojans, although it seems that
this work has been forgotten for almost 80 years. In the next
section we present an alternative expansion which is, in many
ways, similar to these.

3.1. The Hamiltonian for the 1 : 1 Resonance

The first step in the expansion of the disturbing function con-
sists in the choice of an adequate set of variables for the non-
averaged system. We adopt the following set

σ = λ− λ1; L
$ ; W = G − L

Ä; T = H − G
λ1; 3,

(21)

where λ is the mean longitude, $ the longitude of perihelion,
andÄ the longitude of the ascending node. Elements belonging
to the perturber will be designated with a subscript 1. The mean
longitude of the planet, λ1, is a short-period angle, and will
therefore be eliminated during the first averaging process. The
canonical conjugates W, T are written above in terms of the
usual Delaunay variables, and 3 is the conjugate to λ1.

We believe variables (21) are the best choice for the elabo-
ration of a model of proper elements, mainly because the main
frequencies of each angular variable, namely νσ , ν$ , νÄ, are
well separated from each other. An example of this property,
which is the key piece of this work, is shown in Fig. 1. In this
way, it is possible to introduce the adiabatic approach to the
problem, defining the parameters ε12 = ν$/νσ , ε23 = νÄ/ν$ ,
and ε13 = νÄ/νσ , which are all very small.

Another advantage of variables (21) is due to the fact that, in
the planar–circular problem, $ and Ä practically do not show
periodic variations associated with the libration period of σ .
This becomes very important when we perform the canonical
transformation to obtain the action-angle variables of the planar–
circular problem, as we show below.

In terms of variables (21), the Hamiltonian of the restricted
three-body problem, in the extended phase space, can be written
as

F = −
µ2

2L2
− n1L + n13− µR, (22)

where R is the disturbing function, n1 is the perturber’s mean
motion, and µ = k2, this last denoting Gauss’s constant.

3.2. Local Variables and Jupp’s Transformation

In order to apply the averaging method described in Section 2,
we need to have an explicit expression for the Hamiltonian F in
terms of nonresonant angular variables. Unfortunately, this is not
the case with Eq. (22), becauseσ is in fact a resonant angle and its
unperturbed frequency is close to zero. So, our first step should
be to find a canonical transformation from (L ,W, T, σ,$,Ä)
to new variables (J, W̄ , T̄ , θ, $̄ , Ǟ) where all the angles are
nonresonant.

We begin with the first degree of freedom, associated with
the subset (L , σ ). First, we split the Hamiltonian function in the
form

F = F0(L ,W, σ ) + F1(L ,W, T, σ,$,Ä). (23)

Here, F0 is simply the Hamiltonian of the circular–planar case
(for which T = 0), and F1 contains the remaining terms (includ-
ing the dependence on the perturber’s orbital elements, which is
implicit). Let us solve this “unperturbed” Hamiltonian F0 and
search for its action-angle variables. Usually this could be done
via an averaging process such as Hori’s method. But the fact that
σ has an unperturbed frequency close to zero makes this impos-
sible, even though F0 is a single-degree-of-freedom system. Let
us recall that classical averaging methods are not valid when a
resonant angle exists, and in such cases one usually uses nu-
merical algorithms (e.g., Henrard 1990, Morbidelli and Moons
1993, 1995) to obtain the action-angle variables of F0. How-
ever, this has the drawback of being very CPU-time consuming
(especially when this result has to be further introduced into
the remaining degrees of freedom at F1) and does not explicitly
yield the proper element associated with this degree of freedom.

Here we choose a different approach which, to our under-
standing, has several advantages. This approach is based on
a canonical transformation originally devised by Jupp (1969,
1970) for the case of the ideal resonance problem. The idea is as
follows. Let us think about the libration region of a resonance
as a set of invariant curves around a center (i.e., the libration
point). If we only concentrate on this region and disregard the
structure of the phase space outside the separatrix, we can think
of these orbits as (distorted) circulations around a center which
is displaced from the origin of the coordinate system. Now, if we
find a canonical transformation (L , σ ) → (J, θ ) that is simply
a translation of the origin to the libration center, we will obtain
a new angle θ having a frequency different from zero, and the
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FIG. 1. Numerical simulation of (659) Nestor over 5000 years. The different periods of each degree of freedom are noticeable.

integral of J along any orbit will be the action of that trajectory.
In other words, we will have an angle σ that librates transformed
into another angle θ that circulates. These new variables will
have properties of being “nonresonant” (even though they are
a simple translation), and we can use an averaging method to
determine the action-angle variables.

Although there are many ways of determining (J, θ ), possibly
the simplest consists of a series of transformations,

(L , σ ) → (K , H ) =
√

2L(cos σ, sin σ )

(K , H ) → (X, Y ) = (K − Kc, H − Hc)

(X, Y ) =
√

2J (cos θ, sin θ ) → (J, θ ),

(24)

where (Kc, Hc) =
√

2Lc(cos σc, sin σc) marks the center of
libration corresponding to a predetermined value W = W 0 given

by the initial conditions (remember that W becomes an integral
of motion in the F0 approximation).2 The values of (Lc, σc)
are nothing but the equilibrium points of F0 and can be easily
obtained numerically.

For the present work we choose a transformation different
from (24) which, although a bit more complicated (because it
can no longer be thought of as a simple translation) is still based
on the same idea. The change of variables is represented by the
relationship

X = 0−1/2
(

K̂ −
(

K 2
c − Ĥ 2

)1/2)

(25)
Y = 01/2 Ĥ ,

2 Note that H here is not the classical Delaunay variable.
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FIG. 2. Transformation to local variables as defined by Eq. (25). (a) Group
of five invariant curves of the planar circular problem, corresponding to librations
around L4. (b) Same invariant curves, in terms of the new (X, Y ) variables.

where (K̂ , Ĥ ) =
√

2L(cos(σ−σc), sin(σ−σc)) and 0=0(Kc)
is a scaling factor which modifies the shape of the trajectories.
This transformation is canonical and is valid as long as |σmax −
σc| < π/2 (with both σmax and σc defined between ±π ). It is
worth noting that all the known real Trojans fulfill this condition.
An example of the relation between these two sets of variables
is given in Fig. 2. On the left plot we show a number of invariant
curves (obtained numerically) as they appear in regular resonant
variables (K , H ). On the right plot, we have the same orbits,
but this time they are shown after the transformation to (X, Y ).
Since the transformation is an explicit function of the center of
libration, we call them local variables.

By means of this very simple and purely geometrical “banana-
to-pear” transformation, we are able to bypass the difficulties
generated by the libration of σ , and define variables suitable for
the application of a classical averaging method. Equation (25)
involves only the first degree of freedom, and in order to extend
and complete the canonical transformation to the other degrees
of freedom, we make use of the corrections introduced by
Henrard (1990). Thus, our new set of variables (J, W̄ , T̄ , θ, $̄ ,
Ǟ) is such that

L = L(J, W̄ , T̄ , θ )

σ = σ (J, W̄ , T̄ , θ )

W = W̄
(26)

$ = $̄ + ρ1(J, W̄ , T̄ , θ )

T = T̄

Ä = Ǟ+ ρ2(J, W̄ , T̄ , θ ),

where functions ρ1 and ρ2 are given by

ρ1 =
∫ θ

0

(

∂σ

∂W

∂L

∂θ
−
∂σ

∂θ

∂L

∂W

)

dθ

(27)

ρ2 =
∫ θ

0

(

∂σ

∂T

∂L

∂θ
−
∂σ

∂θ

∂L

∂T

)

dθ.

As we have mentioned, one important consequence of our choice

of angular variables (Eq. 21) is thatρ1 andρ2 are practically zero.
This is because the frequency of σ does not have any significant
contribution to the power spectra of$ andÄ. Thus, we can con-
sider the equalities$ = $̄ andÄ = Ǟwithout introducing any
important error in the transformation. Nevertheless, in order to
guarantee the internal consistency of the transformation, we will
maintain the canonical corrections ρ1 and ρ2 in our calculations.
In order to simplify the notation, we use the set (W, T,$,Ä)
instead of (W̄ , T̄ , $̄ , Ǟ).

Now, using transformation (26), it is possible to write (23) in
the form

F = F0(J,W, θ ) + F1(J,W, T, θ,$,Ä). (28)

It is worth recalling that the set (J,W, T, θ,$,Ä) is canonical
by construction, and that θ is a circulating angle with frequency
νθ = νσ .

3.3. The Asymmetric Expansion of the Hamiltonian

Having specified a complete set of canonical variables
(J,W, T, θ,$,Ä) suitable for the averaging process, the next
step is the explicit construction of the Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem (28). For this purpose we will adopt the approximation given
by the so-called asymmetric expansion of the disturbing func-
tion. This kind of seminumeric expansion is local in nature. It
was first developed by Ferraz-Mello and Sato (1989) for planar
mean motion resonances of the type (p + q)/p, and it has shown
a remarkable efficiency in numerous studies of the dynamics of
main belt asteroids. A version of this expansion for the spatial
resonant case was developed by Roig et al. (1998), and in this
section we follow the main outlines of that work. However, it
should be mentioned that the method of obtaining the asym-
metric expansion in the Trojan case is somewhat different from
the one used in previous resonant cases. We give here a brief
summary of the corresponding calculations.

Recalling Eq. (22), we begin by writing

R =
m1

a1
( f + f ′), (29)

where f is the direct part of the disturbing function, and f ′ is
the indirect contribution. Here m1 is the mass of the perturb-
ing planet, and a1 is its semimajor axis. Other orbital elements
introduced throughout this section are: eccentricity (e), inclina-
tion with respect to the invariable plane (I ), true anomaly (v),
eccentric anomaly (u), and mean anomaly (M). As before, the
orbital elements of the perturbing planet (in this case Jupiter)
are denoted with a subscript 1. Explicitly, we have

f = b−1/2

(30)

f ′ = −
(

a1

r1

)2 ( r

a1

)

cos8
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with

b =
(

r

a1

)2

+
(

r1

a1

)2

− 2

(

r1

a1

)(

r

a1

)

cos8, (31)

where r denotes the modulus of the instantaneous position vec-
tor, and8 is the angle between r and r1. Since we are considering
the spatial case, cos8 can be written as the sum of six periodic
terms,

cos8 =
5
∑

i=0

αi cos8i , (32)

where the coefficients αi are functions of the sine of half the
inclinations (i.e., η = sin I/2),

α0 = 1 − η2 − η2
1 + η2η2

1

α1 =
(

1 − η2
1

)

η2

α2 = 2ηη1(1 − η2)1/2
(

1 − η2
1

)1/2

(33)
α3 = −α2

α4 = (1 − η2)η2
1

α5 = η2η2
1,

and the arguments are

80 = v − v1 +$ −$1

81 = v + v1 +$ +$1 − 2Ä

82 = v − v1 +$ −$1 −Ä+Ä1
(34)

83 = v + v1 +$ +$1 −Ä−Ä1

84 = v + v1 +$ +$1 − 2Ä1

85 = v − v1 +$ −$1 − 2Ä+ 2Ä1.

3.3.1. Expansion in terms of the planet’s elements. We be-
gin our expansion with a Taylor series of (29) with respect to
e1 and η1 (centered at e1 = η1 = 0) up to the third order in e1

and second order in η1. Let us recall that, in the case of Jupiter,
e1 ≈ 0.05 and η1 ≈ 0.005. The extension to the third order in
eccentricity proved to be necessary for the bodies with an ex-
tremely long period of oscillation of the longitude of node, such
as (617) Patroclus. The procedure closely follows the calcula-
tions performed by Roig et al. (1998), although there are signifi-
cant differences due to the fact that in our case η 6= 0. We can
write our disturbing function in the form

R =
m1

a1

3
∑

i=0

2
∑

j=0

Ri, j (e1)i (η1) j , (35)

where Ri, j = fi, j + f ′
i, j , and

fi, j =
∂ i+ j f

∂ei
1∂η

j
1

∣

∣

∣

∣

e1=η1=0;η 6=0

; f ′
i, j =

∂ i+ j f ′

∂ei
1∂η

j
1

∣

∣

∣

∣

e1=η1=0;η 6=0

. (36)

The dependence of the disturbing function on η1 appears directly
through cos8. However, the dependence on e1 appears through
r1 and v1. Then, in order to calculate the derivatives, we use the
second order expansions in mean anomaly:

r1 = a1

[

1 − e1 cos M1 +
1

2
e2

1(1 − cos 2M1) + · · ·
]

(37)

v1 = M1 + 2e1 sin M1 +
5

4
e2

1 sin 2M1 + · · ·

After a lot of cumbersome algebra, including writing the depen-
dence on the angular variables$1 andÄ1 explicitly, the resulting
expression, written in complex form, is given by

R =
m1

a1

∑

i, j

3
∑

r=−3

2
∑

s=−2

Ri, j,r,s(e1)i (η1) j E
√

−1(r$1+sÄ1), (38)

where the new complex coefficients Ri, j,r,s are functions of M1

(i.e., of λ1) and of all the orbital elements of the massless body.

3.3.2. Expansion in terms of the asteroid’s elements. Let us
now see the expansion of Ri, j,r,s in terms of the orbital variables
of the massless body. We introduce the following transforma-
tions from true to eccentric anomaly:

91 =
r

a1
cos v =

a

a1
(cos u − e)

(39)

92 =
r

a1
sin v =

a

a1
(1 − e2)1/2 sin u.

Then, the position of the massless particle can be expressed in
terms of these quantities as

(

r

a1

)2

= 92
1 +92

2

(40)
r

a1
E±

√
−1v = 91 ±

√
−192,

and this allows us to write the coefficients as Ri, j,r,s = Ri, j,r,s

(91, 92, η, σ,$,Ä, λ1). Now, according to the usual asymmet-
ric expansion of the disturbing function, we should proceed with
a Taylor series in (a, e, η), which could be obtained explicitly
and by using the above relations (see Roig et al. 1998 for de-
tails). However, we found it more convenient to work directly
with an expansion in canonical variables (i.e., momenta) than
with orbital elements. Although the algebra becomes more com-
plicated, this will lead to a great simplification in the subsequent
analysis of our results.
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In order to obtain the derivatives directly in the canonical
momenta (J,W, T ), we use the chain rule and define

Ri, j,k,l,m,r,s =
∂k+l+m Ri, j,r,s

∂(J 1/2)k∂W l∂T m
. (41)

It is worth noting that these derivatives are not evaluated at the
origin. In particular, the derivatives with respect to J are eva-
luated at the condition J = 0, which, in fact, corresponds to
the libration point (Kc, Hc) used in the transformation (25).
Moreover, the derivatives with respect to (W, T ) are evaluated
at predetermined values (W0, T0) different from zero. This is
mandatory because the structure of the phase space of the Trojan
problem could not be well reproduced with a low order Taylor
series centered at the origin of eccentricities and inclinations.
The main cause of this is the proximity of the libration points to
the collision curve of the planar problem (T = 0). The collision
curve (i.e., the set of points in the phase space where a colli-
sion between the asteroid and the perturbing planet can happen)
constitutes an intrinsic singularity of any expansion of the dis-
turbing function (in powers of T ) around T = 0. Then, the use
of such an expansion in the case of the 1/1 resonance makes the
equilibrium points lie very close to an essential singularity of
the disturbing function. As a consequence, the structure of the
phase space represented by an expansion around W0 = T0 = 0
could be very different from that of the real system, especially
taking into account that real Jupiter Trojans have moderate to
large eccentricities and inclinations.

In this way, we write the expansion of the disturbing function
as

R =
∑

i, j

∑

r,s

3
∑

k,l,m=0

3
∑

n,p,q=−3

Ri, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s(W0, T0)

× J k/2W l T m(e1)i (η1) j E
√

−1(nθ+p$+qÄ+r$1+sÄ1), (42)

where the complex coefficients Ri, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s also depend on
λ1. In (42), the dependence on angle θ appears explicitly because
we make the expansion around J = 0. However, the dependence
on the other two angles,$ andÄ, is obtained through a numer-
ical Fourier analysis, such that

Ri, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s =
1

4π2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
Ri, j,k,l,m,n,r,s(W0, T0,$,Ä)

×E−
√

−1(p$+qÄ) d$ dÄ. (43)

Now, after a suitable averaging over the mean longitude of the
perturber, the expansion of the averaged disturbing function 〈R〉
reads

〈R〉 =
∑

i, j

∑

r,s

∑

k,l,m

∑

n,p,q

R̃i, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s J k/2W l T m(e1)i (η1) j

×E
√

−1(nθ+p$+qÄ+r$1+sÄ1), (44)

where

R̃i, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Ri, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s dλ1. (45)

As a final step, we extend the expansion to include the two-
body contribution. In order to do this, we just need to expand
the first two sums of Eq. (22), which is a trivial calculation (the
third term, n13, is a mere constant since 〈R〉 does not depend
on λ1). In this way, we can finally write the complete expansion
of the averaged Hamiltonian for the 1 : 1 resonance as

〈F〉 =
∑

i, j,k,l,m

∑

n,p,q,r,s

Fi, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s J k/2W l T m(e1)i (η1) j

×E
√

−1(nθ+p$+qÄ+r$1+sÄ1), (46)

where coefficients Fi, j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s are constant with respect to
all the variables (in the following, we avoid the use of 〈 〉 to
simplify notation). Needless to say, this expansion is extremely
long and cumbersome to calculate, even though formally it is
very elegant. Since the degrees of freedom of our particular
system are well separated in period, we only need to work with
one degree of freedom at a time, as we will see as follows. Then,
the whole expansion (46) can be divided into several parts, and
in fact, we never need to determine all its coefficients explicitly
at once. But the “philosophy” underneath this expansion will be
maintained and used throughout this work.

4. THE HIERARCHICAL AVERAGING
OF THE HAMILTONIAN

If we consider the case of the restricted three-body problem,
that is, assuming Jupiter in a fixed elliptic orbit, then Eq. (46) pro-
vides an explicit expression F(J,W, T, θ,$,Ä; e1,η1,$1,Ä1)
for the Hamiltonian (the variables of the perturber appear here
as external fixed parameters, but we are going to maintain them
explicitly). As we mentioned in Section 3.1, the three degrees of
freedom in the Trojan case are well separated in frequency. Then,
we can introduce the small parameters ε12 = ν$/νθ , ε23 =
νÄ/ν$ and ε13 = νÄ/νθ , and we can proceed as in Section
2 by treating each degree of freedom separately.

4.1. The Motion of the Trojans on Short Timescales

We begin by fixing values of (W, T,$,Ä) and considering
only the behavior of (J, θ ). Since the period of $ is about
3500 yr, the results presented here are valid only for timescales
much smaller than this value. Typical values of the libration
period of σ are about 150 yr; thus, we can guarantee that the re-
sults will be quantitatively accurate for several complete orbits
around the Lagrange point.

Following the calculations of Section 3.3, we perform an
asymmetric expansion only in (J, θ ). Then, the Hamiltonian
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takes the form

F =
∑

i,k

Ai,k J i/2 E
√

−1kθ

=
∑

i

Ai,0 J i/2 +
∑

i

∑

k 6=0

Ai,k J i/2 E
√

−1kθ , (47)

where Ai,k = Ai,k(W, T,$,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1) are constant co-
efficients. This is an explicit one-degree-of-freedom system in
which the angle θ is not resonant. Its solution as a function
of time can be found by some numerical or analytical per-
turbation method. We choose the classical Hori’s averaging,
where the role of the small parameter is played by the quan-
tity ε = |A1,1|/|A1,0|. Notice that this parameter is not directly
related to any of the usual quantities, such as the mass of the
perturbing body or the eccentricity or inclination of the planet,
but is mainly a weak function of the amplitude of the libration.
This is because the first sum in Eq. (47) represents the libra-
tional motion around the Lagrange point, and thus it depends
on the mass and the elements of the perturbing body. In other
words, the “integrable” part of Hamiltonian (47) depends itself
on µ, e1, and η1. The second term, i.e., the “perturbation,” only
modifies the shape of the invariant curves in accordance with
the true librational orbits.

The averaging of Hamiltonian (47) could be performed up to
first or second order in ε, depending on the magnitude of this
quantity. In the case at hand, typical values of ε are of the order
of 10−3–10−2, and we have carried out the average up to the
second order. This procedure yields new action-angle variables
(J ∗, θ∗) such that θ∗ is an angle with constant frequency. Never-
theless, let us recall that these new variables will be functions not
only of the initial conditions (J 0, θ0), but also of the remaining
degrees of freedom, i.e.,

J ∗ = J ∗(J 0, θ0,W, T,$,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1)
(48)

θ∗ = θ∗(J 0, θ0,W, T,$,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1).

Were it not for this dependence, J ∗ would be the first proper
element of the problem. As we already explained (see Section
2.2.1), the dependence on the other degrees of freedom intro-
duces a periodic correction to J ∗ (of second order in ε12, at least)
which we will try to eliminate later by further averaging. The
inverse transformation

J = J (J ∗, θ∗(t),W, T,$,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1)
(49)

θ = θ (J ∗, θ∗(t),W, T,$,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1)

will give us the evolution of the orbit as a function of time.
Finally, inverting the transformation equations (25), we can get
(L , σ ) also as a function of time.

An example of this can be seen in Fig. 3a. The closed periodic
curve plotted with thick lines is the solution for one period of

FIG. 3. (a) Numerical simulation of (659) Nestor over 500 years (dots)
versus model (thick curve). (b) Variation of the libration center for zero-
amplitude solutions as a function of the eccentricity and inclination. Nestor
is located at e ' 0.13 and I ' 5◦.

libration, obtained from (49) in the case of (659) Nestor. The dots
surrounding this curve are the result of a numerical integration of
that asteroid over 500 yr in the framework of the spatial–elliptic
restricted three-body problem, using the well known RA15 in-
tegrator (Everhart 1985). The “loops” observed on both sides
of the thick curve are short period variations associated with
Jupiter’s orbital motion. An interesting feature that can also be
appreciated in Fig. 3 is that the “geometrical” center of the libra-
tional trajectory occurs at a value of σ0 ' 62◦, that is displaced
with respect to the L4 fixed point. This is in part due to the fi-
nite amplitude of libration, but it is also related to the nonzero
values of the eccentricities and inclinations (see Namouni and
Murray 2000 for a detailed study). Using our Hamiltonian (47),
we can reproduce this behavior directly by searching for the
fixed points in the (L , σ ) space for different values of e and I
(or equivalently, of W and T ). The result is shown in Fig. 3b.
We can see that the value of σ0 increases with increasing ec-
centricity, but on the other hand, it is smaller at larger values of
the inclination. It is worth noting that the curves in Fig. 3b were
calculated for zero-amplitude orbits, and they should slightly
shift upwards when solutions with nonzero amplitude are con-
sidered. As an example, (659) Nestor has D ' 10◦, e ' 0.13,
and I ' 5◦, which implies σ0 ' 62◦.

We wish to stress the fact that our approach has some ad-
vantages with respect to the usual perturbative methods applied
to resonant systems. First, with these latter methods, the inter-
mediate Hori’s kernel is the restricted circular–planar problem
or, eventually, its approximation by an Andoyer Hamiltonian
(Ferraz-Mello, in preparation). On the other hand, the kernel of
our method is somewhat more complete, because it already con-
tains information about the adopted eccentricity of the perturber
and the inclinations. Moreover, as we see below, it also con-
tains information about the direct perturbation of nonresonant
planets.

The consequence of using a more complete kernel is shown
in Fig. 4. The thin curve represents the temporal variation of
σ for (659) Nestor, obtained from a numerical integration of
the restricted planar elliptic problem, using RA15. The thin
horizontal line is the libration center σc, as determined from
the circular–planar problem. The bold curve is the value of the
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FIG. 4. Numerical simulation of σ for (659) Nestor (thin curve). The hori-
zontal line corresponds to the equilibrium value σc as determined by the planar–
circular problem. The thick curve is σ0(W, T,$,Ä), as determined from our
model.

libration center σ0 as obtained from our method, which is not a
constant. Indeed, it has a variation associated with the motion
of (W,$ ) forced by the eccentricity of Jupiter. It is clear that
the mean value of σ0 provides a better approximation to the time
average of σ than the value of σc, which strongly depends on
the adopted value for W .

A second advantage of our method is related to Jupp’s trans-
formation. In classical approaches, the action-angle variables of
the kernel are calculated, and the libration “banana” is trans-
formed into a circle. Consequently, the information about the
phase of the resonant angle is lost, and it becomes very difficult
to relate the radius of the circle with the amplitude of libra-
tion. On the other hand, in the transformation (L , σ ) → (J, θ )
we keep the information about the phase, since the maximum
and minimum values of σ are directly related to the conditions
θ = ±π/2.

On the other hand, we have to note that our method has a limi-
tation which is common to all the perturbative methods based on
Lie series in the small parameter. Due to the local character of
Jupp’s transformation, we would expect some significant loss of
accuracy for those orbits very close to the separatrix of motion.
Fortunately, all real Trojans lie far away from the separatrix, and
we verify below that, for these objects, our second order average
over the first degree of freedom is more than adequate.

Another limitation of our method involves the orbits with a
rather high inclination but an extremely small amplitude of li-
bration. Since our transformation to local variables is based on
the equilibrium points of the planar Hamiltonian, it happens that
the “local” center does not coincide with the “true” center of li-
bration for highly inclined orbits (recall Fig. 3b). Then we could
expect the occurrence of a vicious case when the difference
between the local and true centers is larger than the actual am-
plitude of libration of the trajectory. In this case, the libration is

only transformed into “another” libration, becoming intractable
by our method. Fortunately (once again), no real Trojan falls in
this category.

4.2. The Motion of the Trojans on Long Timescales

Let us now solve the two remaining degrees of freedom. Pro-
ceeding as in Section 2.2.2, we introduce the solution (49) into
the complete Hamiltonian and average (up to the second or-
der) over a period of θ∗ (recall Eq. 20). Let us call this new
Hamiltonian F̄ . Again, by means of an asymmetric expansion
as described in Section 3.3, we expand F̄ only in (W, T,$ , Ä),
getting

F̄ =
∑

i, j,k,l

Ai, j,k,l W
i T j E

√
−1(k$+lÄ), (50)

where Ai, j,k,l = Ai, j,k,l(e1, η1,$1, Ä1) are constant coefficients.
It is worth noting that each of these coefficients has already em-
bedded the averaging over the libration period τ ∗

θ . Hamiltonian
(50) corresponds to a two-degrees-of-freedom system.

At this point, we can proceed in two ways: Either we take
advantage of the hierarchical separation and work with each
canonical pair, (W ,$ ) and (T ,Ä), separately; or we work with
both degrees of freedom simultaneously. Which approach we
choose depends on what aspect of the dynamics we are cur-
rently interested in. In the following, we show examples of both
approaches.

4.2.1. Adiabatic approach. Let’s start with the hierarchical
averaging. First, we write Hamiltonian (50) in the form

F̄ =
∑

i,k

Âi,k W i E
√

−1(k$ ), (51)

where Âi,k =
∑

j,l Ai, j,k,l T j E
√

−1(lÄ). Since the period of Ä
is much longer than that of the longitude of the perihelion
(i.e., ε23 = νÄ/ν$ ¿ 1), we suppose the pair (T, Ä) to be fixed
and treat F̄ as a one-degree-of-freedom system, with external
slow-varying parameters. Proceeding in the same way as in
Section 4.1, the terms that do not depend on the angles are
grouped in the “unperturbed” part, and the remaining ones are
left to the “perturbation.” That is,

F̄ =
∑

i

Âi,0W i +
∑

i

∑

k 6=0

Âi,k W i E
√

−1(k$ ), (52)

where, again, the small parameter of the perturbation can be
identified with ε = | Â1,1|/| Â1,0|. In this case, we apply a first
order Hori’s averaging, and solve this system to obtain

W ∗ = W ∗(W 0,$ 0, T, Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1)
(53)

$ ∗ = $ ∗(W 0,$ 0, T, Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1)

as the new action-angle variables. The inverse transformation
yields the evolution of the pair (W , $ ) valid for timescales a
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FIG. 5. Long-term evolution of (659) Nestor. Dots correspond to numerical
simulations of the exact equations of motion over 5,000 yr (a) and 500,000 yr
(b) Large symbols correspond to the results obtained with Hamiltonians F̄ (top)
and ¯̄F (bottom).

fraction of the period of Ä. An example is presented in Fig. 5a,
which shows the variation of the momentum W as a function of
the longitude of perihelion for (659) Nestor. Small dots indicate
the results of a numerical simulation for 5000 yr using RA15.
Large symbols correspond to the solution obtained from (53).

The solution for the pair (T, Ä) follows the same procedure.
Introducing the inverse of (53) into F̄ and averaging up to the
first order over a period of$ ∗, we arrive at a new Hamiltonian ¯̄F
(T, Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1). Again, it is separated by grouping terms
depending on the angles in the “perturbation.” Applying a first
order Hori’s averaging, we can determine the evolution of the
longitude of node and its conjugate momentum T . Figure 5b
shows a comparison of this result (large symbols) with a numer-
ical simulation over 500,000 yr (small dots). Figure 5 allows us
to conclude that in both cases the agreement between the model
and the numerical data is very good.

4.2.2. Simultaneous solution. As mentioned above, Hamil-
tonian (50) can also be solved by using a first order Hori’s averag-
ing over both degrees of freedom simultaneously. Once again,
the Hamiltonian is divided so that all the terms depending on
the angles ($,Ä) are grouped in the “perturbation.” Then, we
find a suitable Lie-type generating function B of the canonical
transformation (W, T,$,Ä) → (W ∗, T ∗,$ ∗, Ä∗) such that the
transformed Hamiltonian F̄∗ is a function only of the new mo-
menta: F̄∗(W ∗, T ∗). The new variables (W ∗, T ∗,$ ∗, Ä∗) will
depend solely on the initial conditions and on the orbital ele-
ments of the perturber. Inverting them, we obtain (W, T, $,Ä)
as functions of time.

In order to test the reliability of this solution we perform the
following check. We start by considering a Hamiltonian similar

to that of Eq. (50), but instead of performing a second order
average over the libration period of σ , we consider only the
solutions of zero-amplitude libration. We chose zero-amplitude
solutions because we are comparing a single function with a
whole population of real bodies, each with different amplitudes
of libration.3 In other words, we evaluate the coefficients Ai, j,k,l

at fixed values (L0, σ0) corresponding to the center of libration.
Following Eq. (5), the frequency of $ ∗ is then given by

ν∗
$ =

2π

P∗
$

=
∂ F̄∗

∂W ∗ =
∑

j

{

∑

i

i Ai, j,0,0(W ∗)(i−1)

}

(T ∗) j .

(54)

Since the coefficient A1,1,0,0 dominates by about two orders of
magnitude over the remaining Ai,1,0,0, i > 1, then P∗

$ will be
practically uncoupled with W ∗ (numerical results by Schubart
and Bien 1987 have already shown this behavior)4. Then we
can evaluate W ∗ in the above equation at the mean value of the
Trojan swarm. Finally, we use the relations (21) to convert T ∗ to
proper inclination I ∗, and we can plot P∗

$ (I ∗). This is shown in
Fig. 6a as the thick curve. In Fig. 6, we also show the values of
P∗
$ I ∗ obtained from our semianalytical model (small crosses)

for 514 known Trojans. We clearly see a marked correlation,
especially for higher values of I ∗ (see Schubart and Bien 1987
for more details). Considering that (54) has been obtained for
zero-amplitude orbits, the agreement is very good.

In Fig. 6b we show the same curve P∗
$ (I ∗), but now the small

crosses correspond to the numerical values of P∗
$ ≡ 2π/g vs I ∗

as obtained by Milani (1993) for 174 real Trojans (his Table 2).
Again, we see the same correlation as before, with the analytic
curve overshooting the numerical data, especially at low inclina-
tions. In fact, the overshooting observed in Fig. 6a is likely due
to the choice of zero-amplitude solutions, rather than to errors
in our proper elements.

We can also use both figures to compare our proper elements
with those determined by Milani (1993). For small-to-moderate
values of I ∗ there is practically no observed difference between
them (both in the dispersion of the correlation and in the nu-
merical values). For large inclinations, however, it is interesting
to note that our model seems to underestimate the value of P∗

$ .
The difference seems to be directly proportional to the inclina-
tion, and could be related to (i) limitations of our model, and/or
(ii) long period effects not accounted for in Milani’s (1993) sim-
ulation (which only spanned 106 yr).5

3 Averaged solutions do not lead to a unique result, since they depend on the
initial amplitudes of libration.

4 Note that A1,1,0,0 is always larger than the remaining coefficients, but it does
not dominate over A1, j,0,0, j > 1. This translates into a nonlinear dependence
of ν∗

$ on T ∗.
5 We know that some Trojan asteroids (already detected by Milani 1993) have

periods of Ä larger than one million years, and a precise determination of the
proper inclinations by means of a numerical Fourier transform needs integrations
spanning several periods of Ä.
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FIG. 6. Period of oscillation of the proper longitude of perihelion as a function of the proper inclination. Crosses are real Trojans; thick lines correspond to
our model for zero-amplitude of libration.

4.2.3. Dealing with paradoxal librations of (W ,$ ). For
several Trojans, the motion of the longitude of perihelion shows
a behavior known as paradoxal libration. Earlier theories on the
motion of the Trojans (Bien and Schubart 1983; see also Érdi
1988) approximated the evolution of e, $ by relations of the
type

k ≡ e cos$ = A + B cos gt
(55)

h ≡ e sin$ = C + D sin gt.

The trajectories in the (k, h) plane are ellipses with their center
shifted from the origin according to the values of A and C .
This displacement is usually known as forced eccentricity. A
paradoxal libration happens whenever |A| > |B| and/or |C | >
|D|. In this case, the angle$ does not take all the possible values
between 0 and 2π , but seems to librate between a maximum
and a minimum. Since this libration is not associated with any
structure of separatrix, it is called paradoxal.

The possible occurrence of paradoxal librations of $ intro-
duces an additional difficulty in the solution of Hamiltonian
(50). In these cases it is not possible to apply the Hori averaging
method directly to obtain the solution (53), because $ is not
circulating. Moreover, in certain cases it is observed that, for
example, |A| ' |B| and C ' 0, which implies that e can take
values very close to zero. In such cases we have to deal with a
singularity of the action-angle variables, because the angle$ is
not defined at all!

Figure 7 shows the behavior of some real Trojans in the
(K , H ) =

√
−2W (cos$, sin$ ) plane, as obtained from a nu-

merical integration over several periods of Ä. We have used
the RA15 integrator, and assumed Jupiter to be on a fixed el-
liptic inclined orbit, with $1 = 11◦. At first glance, we can
see that all trajectories look roughly like circles, but some do
not contain the origin. In the following pages, we show how to
overcome the problems associated with these paradoxal libra-
tions.
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FIG. 7. Examples of the behavior in the plane (K , H ) =
√

−2W
(cos$, sin$ ), showing some paradoxal librations. Orbits centered at H > 0
correspond to L4, while orbits centered at H < 0 correspond to L5.

Looking at Fig. 7, it is interesting to note that the center of
the trajectories varies from asteroid to asteroid. According to
Morais (1999), the location of these centers mostly depends
on the amplitude of libration of the associated trajectories. It
goes from$ = $1 + 60◦ for zero-amplitude orbits in L4 ($1 −
60◦ in L5), to $ ' $1 for orbits near the separatrix. Another
interesting property observed in Fig. 7 is that the centers of
the paradoxal librations do not significantly change with the
evolution of (T, Ä). Indeed, the variation of (T, Ä) causes a
motion of the center which translates only into the loops of the
corresponding trajectory. This means that, fixing the orbit of
Jupiter, the center of each trajectory is more or less invariant.
Of course, this is not the case when a variation in (e1, η1) and
($1, Ä1) is introduced. While the first two are responsible for a
radial shift of the center, the latter two cause an angular motion
of the center (Érdi 1981, 1988).

The center can be determined as the fixed point of Hamiltonian
(50) in the (K , H ) space, assuming (T, Ä, e1, η1,$1, Ä1) are
fixed at their initial values. Recall that Hamiltonian (50) also
depends on the amplitude of libration through the average over
σ which is embedded in the coefficients. Then, we introduce
a transformation to new variables (V, ψ), which is a simple
translation of the origin similar to that of Eq. (24):

√
−2V (cosψ, sinψ) = (K − K f , H − H f ). (56)

Here (K f , H f ) is the center which depends upon (T, Ä, e1,

η1,$1, Ä1). The next step is to reexpand Hamiltonian (50)
in terms of the new set of variables (V, T, ψ,Ä). This does

not render any significant loss of performance in our proce-
dure, since the calculation of each expansion takes only a few
seconds of CPU time. In this way we arrive at a Hamiltonian
F̄(V, T, ψ,Ä; e1, η1,$1, Ä1), whereψ is now a circulating an-
gle, such that νψ = ν$ . Thus, this Hamiltonian can be solved
following either of the two approaches described in Section 4.2.

It is worth noting that the transformation (56) has the addi-
tional advantage of removing the contribution K f , H f of the
forced terms to the calculation of the proper elements. Thus, in
our model, this transformation is always applied, even when no
paradoxal libration exists.

4.3. Additional Perturbations

Until now we have considered a constant orbit of Jupiter,
and all the previous calculations and comparisons have been
performed in this scenario (with the exception of the proper el-
ements shown in Figs. 6a,b). In the true Solar System, however,
the orbit of the perturber suffers variations due to the pertur-
bations of the remaining planets. A model for proper elements
that pretends to be valid for long timescales must include these
effects.

4.3.1. Secular perturbations of Jupiter. The secular varia-
tion of Jupiter’s orbit translates fundamentally into the variation
of four orbital elements: (e1, η1,$1, Ä1). Their evolution with
time is usually represented by a series of harmonics of the type

e1 E
√

−1$1 ≡ k1 +
√

−1h1 =
8
∑

k=5

Gk E
√

−1(gk t+δk )

(57)

η1 E
√

−1Ä1 ≡ p1 +
√

−1q1 =
8
∑

k=5

Sk E
√

−1(sk t+ϕk ),

where gk, sk are the fundamental secular frequencies of the outer
planets; δk, ϕk are phase angles (dependent on the initial con-
ditions); and Gk, Sk are the amplitudes. In this work, the nu-
merical values adopted for these parameters were taken from
the synthetic planetary theory LONGSTOP 1B of Nobili et al.
(1989). The initial phases of the theory (see Table 3 of that paper)
correspond to the date JD 2440400.5.

Although the so-called great inequality of Jupiter’s mean lon-
gitude is known to be very important in studying Saturn’s hypo-
thetical Trojans (De la Barre et al. 1996), in the case of Jupiter
this perturbation can be neglected without any loss in precision.

Now, we have to introduce the secular solution (57) in our ex-
pansion of the Hamiltonian function (Eq. 50). First, we
rewrite this latter expression as

F̄(W, T,$,Ä, t)

=
∑

i, j,k,l

W i T j E
√

−1(k$+lÄ) ×
3
∑

m,n=0

2
∑

p,q=0

Ãi, j,k,l,m,n,p,q

× (k1)m(h1)n(p1)p(q1)q , (58)
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and from (57) we can determine the products and powers of
Jupiter’s elements as functions of the time. For arbitrary values
of m, n, p, q , these are written as

(k1)m(h1)n(p1)p(q1)q =
∑

u

Cu,m,n,p,q E
√

−1(u·φt), (59)

where t is the time, u = (u1, u2, . . . , u8) is a vector of integers,
not all different from zero, φ = (g5, g6, g7, g8, s5, s6, s7, s8) is
the vector containing all the fundamental frequencies, and (·)
represents the scalar product. Notice in this expression that the
phase angles δk, ϕk have all been embedded into the coefficients
Cu,m,n,p,q . Introducing (59) into (58), and computing the new
coefficients, we finally arrive at

F̄(W, T,$,Ä, t)=
∑

i, j,k,l

∑

u

Di, j,k,l,u W i T j E
√

−1(k$+lÄ+u·φt).

(60)

Since the resulting number of terms in (59) is enormous, in
practice we only consider those harmonics whose contribution
to (60) renders amplitudes Di, j,k,l,u larger than 10−7 the value
of the largest amplitude in the Fourier spectrum determined by
fast Fourier transform (FFT). This threshold is chosen so as
to guarantee that not only the disturbing function but also its
derivatives are well reproduced using this truncated expression.

Equation (60) constitutes our final expression of the three-
body Hamiltonian describing the evolution over long timescales.
It is worth noting that this Hamiltonian can be solved (once
again) applying a first order Hori’s averaging method. In this
case, each argument (u ·φt) is to be treated as a linear function
of time, thus having a constant conjugate momentum (u · φ)3u .

4.3.2. Direct perturbations of other planets. As a final im-
provement, we also include in our model the so-called direct
perturbations of nonresonant planets. We take into account the
direct gravitational effect of the three outermost jovian planets
(Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) on the asteroid. In order to sim-
plify the calculations, we consider these planets to be moving
on fixed circular orbits with zero inclination. The mean val-
ues of a and the masses are taken from the planetary theory of
Bretagnon (1982). This circular–planar approach should be
enough for our purposes, since the main effect of these direct
perturbations is to slightly modify the location of fixed points
and secular resonances inside the 1:1 resonance.

The averaged disturbing function of the direct perturbations,
RD, is then computed as

RD(L ,W,T,$,Ä)

=
µ

4π2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

∑

p

mp

(

1

1p
−

r cos8p

r2
p

)

dλ dλp, (61)

where the subindex p = 2, 3, 4 refers to the planet under con-
sideration, and 1p is the planet-asteroid distance. In practice,

the determination of RD is carried out using an asymmetric ex-
pansion analogous to that described in Section 3.3. The double
averaging comes from the fact that the asteroid is not involved in
a mean motion resonance with mp. As a consequence, the indi-
rect part disappears, and the disturbing function does not depend
on the resonant angle σ = λ− λ1. Then, its contribution to the
motion of the Trojans on short timescales (i.e., to Eq. 47) trans-
lates only into a change of the libration period. This must be
taken into account at the time of performing the average over
the first degree of freedom, described in Section 4.2, to obtain F̄
(Eq. 60). Note that the average over the first degree of freedom
must also be extended to RD. Indeed, since RD depends on L , it
also depends on (J ∗, θ∗) through relations similar to (49). After
the average over the first degree of freedom, we end up with a
new function R̄D(W, T,$,Ä), and the complete Hamiltonian
for describing the motion of the Trojans over long timescales is
given by the sum of F̄ (from Eq. 60) and R̄D.

5. THE PROPER ELEMENTS

We now have all the tools necessary to determine the proper
elements of the Trojan asteroids. However, the application of our
model requires that we start with a suitable set of mean elements,
i.e., values of the orbital elements for which the short periodic
variations (associated with the orbital periods of the perturb-
ing bodies) have been removed. In principle, this can be done
analytically by means of a series of canonical transformations
(Knežević et al. 1988, Milani and Knežević 1999). However, we
prefer to use a more direct and easier-to-implement numerical
approach. This consists of a short numerical integration (over
a few hundred years) applying a low-pass digital filter to the
output, which efficiently removes all the high frequencies in
the Fourier spectrum. It is worth recalling that filtered elements
are not necessarily the same as mean elements, since an average
in the time domain cannot be directly related to a convolution
in the frequency domain. However, the experience shows that
if the filter is efficient enough, the filtered elements constitute
quite a good approximation of the mean ones (see, for example,
Ferraz-Mello 1994).

We proceeded as follows. First, the osculating orbital ele-
ments of all the numbered and multioppositional Trojans were
taken from the Asteroids Database of Lowell Observatory, as
of December 2000. We assume an asteroid to be multiopposi-
tional if the orbital arc spanned by its observations is larger than
390 days. The total number of bodies was 533, of which 3136

are located around L4, and 220 around L5.
The osculating elements at the initial epoch JD 2451900.5

were numerically propagated using the well known symplectic
integrator SWIFT (Levison and Duncan 1994), and considering

6 We have also included a body, 2000 XN9, which has an arc of 360 days but ap-
pears as multioppositional in the List of Trojans maintained at the Harvard Cen-
ter for Astrophysics(http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/iau/lists/Jupiter
Trojans.html).
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a model of the Solar System which includes the four outer ma-
jor planets. Initial conditions for the planets were taken from
JPL Ephemerides DE405. The masses of the inner planets were
added to the Sun, and the initial conditions of all bodies were
recalculated to refer them to the barycenter of the inner Solar
System. The adopted reference plane for the simulation was
the invariable plane of the LONGSTOP1B theory (Nobili et al.
1989). The total simulation spanned 300 yr, with a time step of
10 days. We have incorporated in the integrator a set of proce-
dures to perform an online digital filtering of the output. A finite
impulse responce (FIR) filter in the time domain was applied to
the variables aE

√
−1σ , eE

√
−1$ , and sin (I/2)E

√
−1Ä obtained

in the integration. This filter is very similar to those designed by
Carpino et al. (1987). It has symmetric normalized coefficients
with a decimation factor of 50, and allows suppression of all
periods between 0.7 and 35 yr, with a large attenuation factor
(<10−3). This effectively removed the short period oscillations
related to the orbital motion of Jupiter and Saturn. The orbital
periods of Uranus and Neptune cannot be removed without de-
grading the quality of the resulting mean a and σ , since they are
of the same order of the period of libration. In this way, we ended
up with a set of initial mean values (L ,W, T, σ,$,Ä) for each
asteroid. We defined t = 0 as the initial time for which these
mean values are given (in our case, JD 2499350.5) and aligned
the initial phases of the secular theory (Eqs. 57) accordingly.

The next step involves the transformation to local variables
(J,W, T, θ,$,Ä) at t = 0, the asymmetric expansion of the
Hamiltonian, and the averaging over the first degree of freedom.
Once again, it is worth recalling that the direct perturbations
from Saturn to Neptune are already taken into account at this
stage of the model. This results in a value of J ∗ (see Eq. 48)
which is the first proper element, given as a function of the
remaining degrees of freedom. In terms of the proper dynam-
ical parameters introduced by Schubart and Bien (1987), the
value of J ∗ is related to the amplitude of libration D. The first
equation (48) determines how this amplitude varies as a function
of the other variables of the system and of the initial conditions.
In order to obtain a true invariant value of J ∗, we will need to
average this expression over these variables. We will see how to
do this below.

Having relations (48) for J ∗ and θ∗, we obtain for each aster-
oid the long-term Hamiltonian F̄ + R̄D, which already includes
the secular variation of Jupiter’s orbit. As mentioned above, this
Hamiltonian can be solved by using Hori’s method. This involves
the previous transformation (W, T,$,Ä) → (V, T, ψ,Ä) to
remove the forced eccentricity, and leads to the actions V ∗, T ∗,
which constitute the second and third proper elements. However,
care must be taken at this point for possible small divisors arising
for asteroids that may be in the vicinity of secular resonances.
These can be identified as harmonics in the Hamiltonian such
that kν$ + lνÄ + u · φ ≈ 0, for some values of k, l, u. Particular
cases are that of the Kozai resonance, corresponding to k = −l
and u = 0; and the ν16 resonance, corresponding to k = 0, l = 1,
and u · φ = −s6. It is important to point out that our method

cannot detect the occurrence of such quasi-commensurabilites,
except in the case where the small divisors are very close to
zero, i.e., when the object is inside a secular resonance. There-
fore, for quasi-commensurable asteroids, proper elements can
still be estimated, although we expect that their precision will
be degraded.

As a final step, we introduce the solution of the second and
third degree of freedom, together with the secular variation of
Jupiter’s orbit, into the first equation (48). As we already men-
tioned, we proceed then to average J ∗ in order to eliminate
its second order temporal variation and to obtain an invariant
value, i.e.,

J ∗ =
1

τ

∫ τ

0
J ∗(J 0(t), θ0(t), V ∗, T ∗, ν∗

$ t, ν∗
Ät, u · φt) dt, (62)

where τ = 2π/ν is such that ν = minu(ν∗
Ä, u · φ). It is worth

noting that the initial conditions (J 0, θ0) are not kept fixed during
the average but varied in accordance to the variation of the other
degrees of freedom.7

Since the set of proper elements (J ∗, V ∗, T ∗) is cumbersome
to interpret, we translate it to the better known set (D∗, e∗, I ∗).
This will furthermore facilitate comparisons with previous stud-
ies. The relation between J ∗ and D∗ can be rather simply ob-
tained from the inverse transformation to local variables
(Eqs. 24–25). We fix L at its value at the libration point (Kc, Hc)
and calculate the maximum and minimum values of σ , which
correspond to the conditions θ = π/2 and 3π/2, respectively.
For the remaining two elements, we adopted the definitions

e∗ =
(

1 −
(V ∗ + Lc)2

L2
c

)1/2

(63)

I ∗ = 2 arcsin

(

−T ∗

2(V ∗ + Lc)

)1/2

,

where Lc ≈ √
µa1. Note that, although the canonical proper ele-

ments V ∗, T ∗ are related to the time averages of V, T , the same
is not true for these definitions of e∗ and I ∗, since the average
of the square root is not equal to the square root of the average.

This procedure was applied to our whole sample of 533
Trojans. The results in the planes (I ∗, e∗) and (D∗, e∗) are shown
in Fig. 8, where the populations for L4 and L5 are presented sep-
arately. We can see that both populations lie more or less within
the same boundaries in each element. In particular, both distri-
butions in the (D∗, e∗) plane lie below Rabe’s stability curve
(Rabe 1965, 1967), shown in dotted lines. Only two asteroids
are found well above this limit: (4835) 1989 BQ in L4 and (5144)
Achates in L5. Two other marginal cases are shown in Fig. 8b.

7 When the other degrees of freedom are frozen, the trajectory in (J, θ ) is a
closed curve. But when they vary slowly, the trajectory is open. Thus, starting
from an initial condition (J 0, θ0), we arrive, after a period of θ , to another
“initial” condition different from the original one.
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FIG. 8. Proper elements for L4 and L5 Trojans, as seen in the (e∗, I ∗) plane and the (e∗, D∗) plane. The dashed line in (b) and (d) corresponds to Rabe’s
(1965) stability limit.

Nevertheless, we also note certain differences between the
Lagrange points. The most conspicuous is an apparent cluster of
bodies in Fig. 8a corresponding to low values of both elements,
i.e., (I ∗, e∗) ∼ (8◦, 0.05). In the case of L5, such clustering is
not observed.

5.1. Accuracy and Stability

The stability of our proper elements was determined by ana-
lyzing their variation over a long interval of time and computing
their standard deviations. We did not perform this test for all
the Trojans in our sample, but only for 20 of them chosen at
random. These were numerically integrated over 5 × 107 yr,
including perturbations from Jupiter to Neptune, and proper el-
ements were calculated every 500,000 yr applying the proce-
dure described above. From the analysis of the time variation
of (D∗, e∗, I ∗) for these 20 Trojans, we found typical values of
the root mean square (r.m.s.) error of the order of 0.3◦–0.4◦ in
D∗ and 0.003–0.004 in e∗ and sin I ∗. An example is shown in
Fig. 9. The crosses represent the evolution of mean (filtered)
elements of asteroid (1873) Agenor, located in the vicinity of
L5, as obtained from numerical integration using SWIFT. The
thick horizontal lines correspond to the proper elements as de-
termined from our model, adding the appropriate correction due
to the forced eccentricity (i.e., we are plotting W ∗, not V ∗). The
r.m.s is below 0.1%. On both plots we can see a very good agree-

ment between our proper elements and what we expect to be the
“average values” of the mean elements. In the case of W ∗ this
agreement is about 0.05%. It degrades to 0.2% for T ∗, where the
proper element slightly overestimates the average of the mean
element. This means that the estimated proper inclination re-
sults are slightly smaller than expected, which could be related
to some forced term we are not taking into account in our model.

As a further check of the precision, we compared our results
for the first 41 numbered Trojans with two data sets: Bien and
Schubart (1987) and Milani (1993). The results are presented in
Fig. 10 in the form of three plots. Each plot shows the proper
elements determined by Bien and Schubart (1987) (crosses) and
those determined in this paper (gray circles) the quantities esti-
mated by Milani (1993; on the abscissa). As a reference, we also
plotted a 45◦ line, which corresponds to the ideal case where all
determinations coincide. We can see that, in the case of e∗, I ∗,
there is practically no difference between all three sets of val-
ues. The same is not observed, however, in the case of the am-
plitude of libration D∗. Although the precision is very good
for small values of D∗, we note an increasing deviation of our
proper element for large amplitudes. This deviation proved to be
systematic and related to the early truncation of the asymmetric
expansion of the disturbing function.

From the 533 members of our sample, our semianalytic
method was unable to manipulate 19 asteroids, and proper el-
ements could not be determined for them. We did a further
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FIG. 9. Evolution of (1873) Agenor over 50 million years. Crosses are filtered elements from a numerical integration. Thick lines are the proper elements as
calculated with our model. The r.m.s. is smaller than 0.1%.

analysis of these objects via direct numerical simulations using
SWIFT. The simulations spanned 200,000 yr in the framework
of a full N -body model, including perturbations of the four major
planets. This analysis showed that the reasons our method failed
in these cases can be divided into three distinct groups: (i) Two
asteroids, 1997 SG14 and 2000 HR24, are not located in tadpole
orbits at all, but move in horseshoe-type trajectories. This is con-
trary to our original hypothesis for the motion of the Trojans,
and the transformation to local variables is not defined in such a
case. These two bodies suffered a close encounter with Jupiter
in less than 10,000 yr and were ejected from the system. Basi-
cally, they are asteroids wrongly identified as Trojans. (ii) Ten
asteroids, for example, 1998 WA15 and (9807) 1997 SJ4, were
found in highly peculiar orbits, which do not even present sim-
ilar periods of oscillation in inclination and longitude of node.
Some of them appeared to be very close or inside the ν16 secu-
lar resonance. (iii) Seven bodies presented correlations between
the frequencies of oscillation of the longitude of perihelion and
the longitude of node. Of these, probably the most interesting
case is (15436) 1998 VU30, which seems to exhibit a very-long-
period behavior of the angle$ +Ä (see Fig. 11). Although this
combination is probably not associated with any resonance, the
resulting coupling between the slow degrees of freedom causes
the nonconvergence of the averaging method (Section 4.2.2).

We did not find any other type of linear secular resonance
which could affect the convergence of Hori’s method during
the resolution of the second and third degrees of freedom. In
fact, according to Morais (2001), Jupiter’s Trojans could only be
affected by linear secular resonances involving Ä, mainly ν16.
Linear secular resonances involving the perihelion are almost
absent, as well as the Kozai resonance which never holds. The
effect of the secular resonances of the node translates into forced
inclinations which are an order of magnitude smaller (in mass
ratio) than the forced inclination due to Jupiter (which is already
very small). This means that, even if a real Trojan is close to
the ν16 resonance, for example, the net effect of this resonance
on the value of the corresponding proper element should be
negligible.

As a final comment, we must note that since we are work-
ing with a semianalytical integrable model, it is impossible for
us to detect any chaos in the Trojan population with a single
determination of proper elements. The values we determine
are supposed to represent integrals of motion (i.e., values con-
stant for all time), which, of course, is not true if the orbits are
chaotic. This is an undesirable but inevitable approximation of
the method. It is important to bear this in mind, especially during
the search for asteroidal families, as discussed in the following
section.
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FIG. 10. Proper elements due to Bien and Schubart (1987) (crosses) and the
values of this paper (gray circles), plotted with respect to the determinations of
Milani (1993) (in the abscissas). Plots show only the first 41 numbered Trojans,
which correspond to those computed by Bien and Schubart (1987).

6. ASTEROID FAMILIES IN THE TROJAN BELT

After calculating the proper elements, the next step was to
try to identify clusters in the phase space of the momenta that
may be associated with asteroid families in each libration region.
Although the literature contains many works regarding asteroid
families in the main asteroid belt (beginning with the pioneering
work of Hirayama (1918), there is very little in the case of the
Trojan belt. The three principal references are due to Bien and
Schubart (1987), Shoemaker et al. (1989), and Milani (1993). Of
these, only the latter work considered a sufficiently large number
of bodies (174) so as to make the identification of families even
marginally reliable. For this reason, all our comparisons will be
done with this study.

Asteroid families are relics of the fragmentation of a large par-
ent asteroid that occurred some time in the past. At present we
can identify their members as clusters in the space of proper ele-

ments, which can be either orbital proper elements (D∗, e∗, I ∗)
or canonical actions (J ∗, V ∗, T ∗). These agglomerations must
be sufficiently compact so as to be statistically significant and
well differentiated from the background population. In addi-
tion to this dynamical condition, candidates for families must
also have chemical constitutions compatible with a common
origin, since they are supposedly fragments of a single parent
body. Unfortunately, all known Trojan asteroids show similar
spectral signatures and they are mostly cataloged as D-type ob-
jects (Tholen 1989). Thus, family identification becomes possi-
ble only through dynamical considerations.

In order to study clusters in the space of proper elements,
we first need to specify a “distance” or metric between any two
points in this space. As Milani (1993) pointed out, the met-
rics d1 and d2 normally used in the case of main belt asteroids
(Zappalà et al. 1990, 1994) are not directly applicable in the case
of Trojans. Since we want to compare our results with those of
Milani (1993), we adopt his d3 metric, which can be written
as

d3 =

[

1

4

(

κ
δD∗

ac

)2

+ 2(δe∗)2 + 2(δ sin I ∗)2

]1/2

(64)

where δD∗ = D∗
i − D∗

j is the difference between the proper li-
bration amplitudes of bodies i and j . Similar definitions hold for
δe∗ and δ sin I ∗. In this expression, ac = L2

c/µ, and κ is a pro-
portionality factor that relates D (in radians) with the amplitude
of the oscillation in a (in AU). Following Érdi (1981, 1988), it
can be expressed as

κ =
√

3
m1

1 + m1
a1 +O(m1) ' 0.278309. (65)

Considering that our method yields canonical elements, we
could transform this metric into an equivalent expression in
the (J ∗, V ∗, T ∗) space. However, since we are going to com-
pare orbits with very similar values of the elements, we prefer to
use Eqs. (63)–(65) and work directly with d3 without introducing
any significant loss of precision.

After calculating the mutual distances between all bodies in
the proper element space, we applied the well known hierar-
chical clustering method (HCM) (Zappalà et al. 1990). In this
method, the distances between all Trojan couples (correspond-
ing to the same Lagrange point) are sorted in ascending order.
Then, for each value of the cutoff Q, the couples with d3 < Q are
“clustered” together and the whole procedure is repeated again.
The results of this process are usually presented in the form of
dendrograms or “stalactite” diagrams for different values of the
cutoff. The cutoff threshold at which the nominal family mem-
berships are defined was taken to be Q = 0.010 in accordance
with Milani (1993). This corresponds to relative velocities of
the order of ∼130 ms−1. It is worth noting that lower values of
this threshold would be meaningless, since they are of the same
order as the accuracy of our proper elements.
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FIG. 11. Numerical simulation over 200,000 yr of (15436) 1998 VU30, showing the coupling between perihelion and node.

Finally, we need to specify the minimum number of members
Nmin, at a given Q, for a cluster to be considered significant,
i.e., to constitute a nominal family. According to Zappalà et al.
(1995) this can be defined as Nmin = N0 + 2

√
N0, where N0

is the average number of background bodies, obtained by sub-
tracting the families that fall within a sphere of radius Q in the
metric space. In our case, we adopt a slightly different defi-
nition for N0. We consider a sphere of radius Q and center it
on the i-th asteroid, counting the number of bodies falling in-
side the sphere, namely Ni . We repeat this procedure for every
asteroid at a given Lagrange point, and define N0 as the average
value of Ni . Consequently, the resulting value of Nmin will be a
function not only of the cutoff but also of the total number of
bodies in each swarm. In particular, for Q = 0.010, we obtained
Nmin = 5 for the leading Trojans and Nmin = 4 for the trailing
swarm. Then, we consider a cluster to constitute a statistically
significant nominal family whenever its number of members N
is greater than Nmin (i.e., N = 6 or 5, respectively).

The results of this study are presented in Fig. 12. The nom-
inal families appear in each case as tips of the stalactites for
cutoffs below 0.01. We note significant differences between the
Lagrange points. The L4 region (Fig. 12a) shows four main fam-
ilies: (1647) Menelaus (24 members), (2148) Epeios (19 mem-
bers), (4035) 1986 WD (6 members), and (12917) 1998 TG16
(7 members). A fifth family, (14690) 2000 AR25, also appears in
the dendrogram, although its population decreases below Nmin

at precisely the threshold value of the cutoff. The distribution
of the members of each family in the space of proper elements
e∗, I ∗ is shown in Fig. 13. Background objects are shown as
small crosses while family members are plotted as filled circles.

Note that family (4035) appears more like a chain identification
(which is a well known drawback of the HCM) than like a clus-
ter. We can see that all families lie in the low-eccentricity region
and have moderate inclinations. Comparing this plot with Fig. 8,

FIG. 12. Dendrograms for both L4 and L5 libration regions. At each value
of the cutoff, the width of the stalactites represents the number of bodies in each
family. One tick in the abscissas = 5 bodies.
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FIG. 13. Asteroidal families in L4 and L5 (filled circles). Background
Trojans are represented by small crosses. Note that family (4035) appears in
L4 more as a “chain” than as a cluster.

we note that these candidates for asteroid families coincide pre-
cisely with the clusters observed in the low-eccentricity region
of this swarm.

Results for the population in the L5 region are shown in
Fig. 12b. Here we see a different story. Even considering a lower
value of Nmin in order to compensate for the smaller amount of
data, we find much less statistically significant agglomerations
at Q = 0.01. Only two clusters appear at this cutoff: (1172)
Aneas and (1871) Astyanax each with 5 members, which is
precisely the minimum number of bodies per family for this
swarm.

Although members of the same family are well clustered re-
garding their proper eccentricities and inclinations (Fig. 13), the
same is not true for the proper amplitude of libration. The values
of D∗ for all the members of the same family, both in L4 and
L5, are always rather spread. However, it is interesting to note
that, in all the families detected, the proper amplitudes distribute

more or less in the same interval, which goes from about 5–10◦

to 25–30◦.
A comparison between these results and those of Milani

(1993) shows agreements and differences. These are summa-
rized in Table I (for a cutoff of 0.016) and Table II (for a cutoff
of 0.010). The number at the right of each family name de-
notes the number of members at that value of Q. The first two
columns correspond to L4, while the other two pertain to L5. In
Table I, we see very good agreement between the two works,
as far as the leading Trojans are concerned. Of the five families
mentioned by Milani (1993), four were identified in our sample,
and only (2456) Palamedes is missing in our calculation and is
probably a statistical fluke. Note that (2759) Idomeneus and
(911) Agamenon were formerly identified as (2797) Teucer and
(1437) Diomedes, respectively. Conversely, we detect six other
agglomerations not previously found. Of these, (2148) Epeios
is the largest, containing a total of 30 members. The absence
of these clusters in Milani’s work seems, at first glance, to be
strange since their size is at least comparable with the previ-
ously detected families. Nevertheless, analyzing their members,
we note that almost all of them were not known in the year 1993.
For the trailing Trojans, the agreement is similar. Both studies
identify (4708) Polydoros and (5119) 1988 RA1, but not the re-
maining agglomerations. Once again, this is partly due to the
different data sets used in the two studies, but also to the differ-
ent values of Nmin. In Milani’s (1993) study, this value was taken
as equal to 2. Thus, unless one of these clusters has increased in
size, they would not be detected in our analysis. This is precisely
the case for (4707) Khryses, which we identified at Q = 0.017
as (1173) Anchises, with 5 members, and which disappears for
lower cutoffs.

Comparisons in Table II show similar results. Menelaus once
again appears in both studies and, especially in our case, still
retains a very large membership. This cluster is probably the
most robust candidate for a “real” Trojan family whose mem-
bers share a common physical origin. Epeios also appears in our
sample, and still maintains a respectable size. The remaining
groups in L4 show a significant decrease of members. Several
disappeared from our column since their membership dimin-
ished below Nmin. (4035) 1986 WD breaks up, and a splinter
family, (12917) 1998 TG16, appears around Q = 0.015, al-
though their individual populations are very close to the min-
imum. In the case of L5, only two families with at least five
members survive in our calculation, both with the minimum
number of members. Milani’s (1993) (2223) Sarpedon only con-
tained four members at Q = 0.016, and completely disappeared
at this cutoff. Only (1172) Aneas and (1871) Astyanax sur-
vived, with populations practically undiminished with respect to
Table I.

We must note that the difference observed in the results may
be caused by the adopted values of Nmin in each case, and
consequently some of these families could just be statistical
flukes. However, we must note that our proper elements are not
as precise as those determined by Milani (1993), and this may
part of the reason for the discrepancy.
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TABLE I
Families Detected in Our Study for a Cutoff of 0.016, and Comparison

with Milani’s (1993) Families

L4 L5

Milani (1993) This work Milani (1993) This work

Menelaus (8) Menelaus (41) Polydoros (3) Polydoros (6)
Teucer (6) Idomeneus (9) (5119) 1988RA1 (3) (5119) 1988RA1 (11)
Diomedes (3) Agamenon (7) Sarpedon (3) —
(4035) 1986WD (3) (4035) 1986WD (22) Kryses (3) —
Palamedes (3) — — Helenos (7)

— Epeios (30) — Aneas (6)
— Odysseus (15) — Phereclos (6)
— (14690) 2000AR25 (9) — Deiphobus (5)
— Euneus (7) — Astyanax (5)
— Eurymedon (6) — Cloanthus (5)
— (9590) 1991DK1 (6) — (11887) 1990TV12 (5)

Note. The two leftmost columns correspond to L4 and the other two to L5. The number in brackets at the right
of each family name is the corresponding number of members.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have developed a semianalytical model for
the motion of Trojan asteroids over long timescales. The present
method is characterized by three main features:

• The transformation of the resonant angle to local variables.
This geometrical approach allows us to avoid the usual problems
associated with the calculation of action-angle variables in a
resonant case, and to define a new set of canonical variables in
which all the angular variables circulate.

• The application of the theory of adiabatic invariance, that
allowed us to treat each degree of freedom separately. This was
possible due to the different timescales associated with the tem-
poral variation of each degree of freedom, and this is a charac-
teristic of the Trojan dynamics.

• The use of an asymmetric Taylor–Fourier analytic expan-
sion of the disturbing function, allowing us to perform all cal-
culations in an explicit way.

We must note, however, that our approach cannot be consid-
ered as a perturbation theory “strictu sensu,” but rather as a set of

TABLE II
Families Detected in Our Study for a Cutoff of 0.010,

and Comparison with Milani’s (1993) Families

L4 L5

Milani This work Milani This work

Menelaus (4) Menelaus (24) Sarpedon (3) —
Teucer (4) — — Aneas (5)

— Epeios (19) — Astyanax (5)
— (12917) 1998TG16 (7) — —
— (4035) 1986WD (6) — —
— (14690) 2000AR25 (6) — —

tools which simplifies the application of classical (nonresonant)
perturbation theories, such as Hori’s method.

With this model, we were able to estimate proper elements
for almost the entire current population of Trojans with well
determined orbits. The errors associated with these proper ele-
ments are typically about twice the errors obtained with previous
numerical studies. However, the main advantage of our model
lies in the fact that it is semianalytic in nature. On one hand,
this means the model is “universal” and is not restricted to the
jovian system or to the present population of asteroids. On the
other hand, it is much faster than a numerical simulation. For
example, the calculation of the proper elements for each asteroid
takes about 2 min of CPU time on a Pentium III at 800 MHz.
The analysis of the complete Trojan swarm took a little over
one day. In comparison, the numerical integration of the same
system for 107 yr with the SWIFT code, without any spectral
analysis or additional calculations, is about 30 times slower and
requires huge storage capacity.

Results of our search for asteroidal families has yielded sev-
eral agglomerations in the L4 swarm. Of these, Menelaus appears
as the most robust and probable candidate for a real family of
physically related objects. The size distribution of its members
shows only two asteroids with diameters of the order of 80 km
((1647) Menelaus and (1749) Telamon), three bodies in the 40–
50 km range, plus a large number of bodies with sizes of the
order of 20–30 km.8 Simulations on the collisional evolution
of Trojans by Marzari et al. (1997) showed that such a fam-
ily could be the natural by-product of the breakup of a parent
asteroid of the size of the order of 200 km during the age of
the Solar System. Similar considerations hold in the case of the
1986 WD, whose largest members have sizes of the order of

8 When the IRAS diameter of the body is unknown, we have estimated it
assuming a mean albedo of 0.04.
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60 and 80 km. On the other hand, the family of Epeios does
not fall into this category since all its members have diame-
ters less than 40 km. It is interesting to compare these results
with Milani’s (1993) Teucer family. Its two largest members
((2797) Teucer and (2759) Idomeneus) have sizes of 119 and
68 km, respectively, which are at least in the same range as the
biggest members of Menelaus. However, if this cluster were a
real family, we would expect a very large number of small bod-
ies (in the 20–40 km range) accompanying the agglomeration,
and we have found no sign of these bodies. This property, to-
gether with the fact that we detected the agglomeration only
for large values of the cutoff, makes us doubtful about the ex-
istence of this family. Similar results are also found in the case
of Milani’s (1993) Diomedes family, which has very few ob-
jects, all of them very large. As a final note, we recall that all
our detected agglomerations lie more or less in the same region
of the proper element’s space. So we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that all of them are members of a bigger “clan” (as is
the case with Flora’s family in the asteroid belt), which would
only become noticeable with an increasing number of observed
bodies.

The clusters detected in L5 are much less significant than
those in L4, even allowing for the difference in the base popu-
lation. Although we found two agglomerations at low values of
the cutoff, their number of members is very small. Their size
distribution is similar to that of Teucer and Diomedes; i.e., one
large body with diameter of the order of 100 km, and few very
small companions. Nevertheless, they form very compact clus-
ters which keep their numbers of members constant for almost
all values of the cutoff. Their dispersion in the space of proper
e and I is also much smaller than the families in L4, as can be
appreciated from Fig. 13.

On a final note, the present study was intended to improve on
previous knowledge concerning the existence of families among
Trojan asteroids. Nevertheless, it is difficult to say whether or
not the observed differences between L4 and L5 are related
to the collisional history of each swarm, their individual dy-
namical evolution, cosmogonic processes, or even observational
bias. We hope further studies of the dynamics of the jovian La-
grange regions, together with improved observational knowl-
edge of the Trojan population, will shed new light on this ques-
tion.

The database containing our proper elements is available upon
request.
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ABSTRACT

We present results of several numerical simulations of Ðctitious Trojan asteroids under di†erent reso-
nant conÐgurations of the outer planets, especially between Jupiter and Saturn. Although the present
outer solar system is not locked in mean motion resonances, such commensurabilities may have been
temporarily attained in the past if current theories of planetary migration are correct. By studying the
evolution of Trojan-like test particles under these conditions, it is possible to obtain information related
to the maximum variation of the semimajor axes of the two major Jovian planets, as well as insights on
the duration of the migration itself. Results show that the 2S:1J and 5S:2J Jupiter-Saturn resonances
introduce large instabilities in the Trojan region. In the case of 2S:1J, a few thousand years are sufficient
to expel all particles initially in tadpole orbits. For 5S:2J, these may survive for up to 106 yr. The 7S:3J
commensurability, on the other hand, is much less disruptive. These results seem to indicate that the
observed presence of the Jovian Trojans is compatible with a planetary migration as proposed by Han
& Malhotra, in which the orbital distance between Jupiter and Saturn did not vary by more about
1 AU. Larger variations of the semimajor axes seem unlikely.
Key words : celestial mechanics È minor planets, asteroids È solar system: general

1. INTRODUCTION

Almost two decades ago, & Ip (1984) per-Fernande� z
formed a numerical simulation of the Ðnal stages of forma-
tion of the outer solar system. Starting with already formed
Jupiter and Saturn, plus a rocky protoplanetary disk, they
discussed the accretion of massive bodies, which could be
related to the formation of Uranus and Neptune. Indepen-
dently of their speciÐc results with regard to this aim, they
found an unexpected phenomenon: as a consequence of the
interaction between the planetesimal disk and the planets,
these latter bodies su†ered signiÐcant (and secular) varia-
tions in their orbits. In particular, Jupiter showed a decrease
in its orbital distance while the rest of the planets seemed to
su†er an increase in their semimajor axes. Although by
present-day standards their model may have been simple
(e.g., the interactions between the planets themselves were
neglected), this result was sufficiently important to merit
further studies and conÐrmations using more complex
numerical codes. The next decade saw a number of studies
related to this subject, for example, & Ip (1996),Fernande� z
Brunini & (1999), and Hahn & Malhotra (1999).Fernande� z
All these works seemed to conÐrm the original Ðndings of
the ““ planetary migration ÏÏ during the last stages of the for-
mation of the outer solar system.

Although the existence of this secular variation in the
orbits of the planets seemed to be generally agreed upon,
the same was not true with regard to the magnitude of the
migration. Hahn & Malhotra (1999) performed a series of
simulations, each supposing a di†erent mass for the proto-

ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Current address : Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Avenida

dos Astronautas 1758, 12227-010 dos Campos, SP, Brazil.Sa8 o Jose�

planetary disk Although in all cases the direction of(M
disk

).
the migration was maintained (Jupiter decaying in orbit
with the other planets increasing in orbital energy), quanti-
tative values for *a were a strong function of the mass of the
disk. As an example, if was taken equal to 50 theM

disk
M

^
,

resulting planetary migration was between 0.2 AU (for
Jupiter) and B7 AU (for Neptune). Obviously, higher
values of yielded larger migration. Since the totalM

diskmass of the protoplanetary disk is not known with any
precision, it becomes difficult to specify the main parame-
ters of the migration process, such as its magnitude and
duration.

The greatest importance of planetary migration lies
perhaps not in studies of planetary formation, but in its
consequences for the origin and dynamics of other bodies of
the solar system. Throughout many years, celestial mecha-
nics has searched for explanations for the observed dynami-
cal structure of main-belt asteroids and, more recently,
Kuiper belt objects. All classical studies supposed that the
dynamical evolution of these systems could (and should) be
explained supposing that the positions of the planets (i.e.,
perturbing bodies) has remained unchanged since their for-
mation. If migration really took place, then the orbits of the
planets changed signiÐcantly, and this change may have
had important consequences for the evolution of these small
bodies. This has been the subject of numerous studies in
the last few years. Applications to Kuiper belt objects
(Malhotra 1993, 1995) seem to be able to explain some of
the characteristics of their distribution in orbital elements.
The eccentricity of Pluto, as well as its capture in the Kozai
resonance, is also reproduced by applying models of migra-
tion (Malhotra 1993, 1995 ; Gomes 2000). It has also been
proposed that the lunar late heavy bombardment could
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have been triggered by the formation of Uranus and
Neptune and the consequent migration of the Jovian
planets (Levison et al. 2001). Moreover, the absence of
asteroids in the Thule group, as well as their presence in the
Hilda group, can also be discussed in the framework of
planetary migration (Michtchenko 2001). In all cases it
seems that, depending on the magnitude of the variation of
the semimajor axes of the planets, many of the dynamical
properties of these systems (previously unexplained) can be
successfully modeled.

It has long been known that the dynamical structure of
the outer planets is quasi-resonant and, thus, they lie very
close to signiÐcant commensurabilities between their mean
motions. Therefore, one of the main aspects of a temporal
variation in the positions of the planets is the fact that they
may (or should) have passed through mean motion reso-
nances. The aim of the present paper is precisely to study
the e†ects of temporary resonance passages, between
Jupiter and Saturn, on the orbits of the Trojan asteroids. By
analyzing the possible instabilities in the asteroidal motion
introduced by a change in the conÐguration of the planets,
we hope to obtain valuable information about the magni-
tude of the migration itself, as well as the duration of this
process. A similar study was undertaken by Fleming &
Hamilton (2000). However, it is important to specify that we
are not going to study the e†ects of migration itself on the
Trojans but the e†ects of di†erent mean motion resonances
that could have been passed (or attained) during the change
in semimajor axis of the planets. This is for two reasons.
First, a dynamical model in which the positions of the
planets are explicitly varied does not yield information
about the inner structure of the 1 :1 resonance and, thus,
does not allow us to understand the origins of the insta-

bilities introduced by the resonant conÐgurations of the
planets. Second, the migration timescale is not known with
any precision. Instead of adopting an ad hoc supposition,
we prefer to infer maximum resonance passage times
through the instabilities themselves. Moreover, it is known
that the temporal variation of the orbits of the planets was
not monotonic (Hahn & Malhotra 1999). The magnitude of
the nonmonotonic component is not well known, and a
realistic modeling of its e†ects is extremely difficult.

The present work is divided as follows : Section 2 presents
a brief overview of the quasi-resonant structure of the outer
solar system, as well as some of the dynamical character-
istics of the Trojan swarm. Section 3 discusses our numeri-
cal integrations under several di†erent conÐgurations of the
planets. Section 4 presents our main results, and Ðnally, ° 5
is reserved for the conclusions.

2. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE OF THE OUTER SOLAR

SYSTEM AND TROJAN SWARM

Although, in their current conÐguration, the four major
outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) are
not locked in mean motion resonances, there are several
such commensurabilities in the immediate vicinity of the
planets. These commensurabilities can be seen in Figure 1,
where we have plotted a dynamical map of the region
around the present position of Saturn on the of(a

S
, e

S
)-plane

initial osculating semimajor axis and eccentricity. The
dynamical map has been obtained by the spectral analysis
method (SAM), described in detail in Michtchenko &
Ferraz-Mello (2001). In summary, we performed a precise
numerical integration of several Ðctitious outer solar
systems, changing the initial position of Saturn. The inte-
gration was carried out using the RA15 integrator (Everhart

FIG. 1.ÈDynamical map of the region around Saturn. The values of the spectral number N, obtained in the range from 1 to 100 over 1.5 Myr, are coded
by gray levels that vary logarithmically from white (log N \ 0) to black (log N \ 2) and are plotted on the of initial osculating orbital elements.(a

S
, e

S
)-plane

The grid of initial conditions used had 251 ] 21 points, AU, and The lighter regions indicate regular motion, whereas the darker*a
S
\ 0.01 *e

S
\ 0.01.

regions indicate chaotic motion. The domains where planetary collisions occur within 50 Myr are hatched. The actual position of Saturn is indicated by a
plus sign.
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FIG. 2.ÈDynamical maps of the region around the Jovian L5 Lagrange point, on the osculating (a, e)-plane. Gray-scale levels are the same as in Fig. 1.
The domains where asteroidal escapes occur within 650,000 yr are hatched. The positions of the real Trojans are indicated by stars. Top left, plot for
quasi-planar orbits ; top right, plot for initial inclination equal to 15¡ ; bottom, location of the secular resonance (solid line), RabeÏs stability curve (diamondsl

16
and dotted line), and the superposition between the proper modes of the Jovian 1:1 resonance and the 5:2 with Saturn (dashed lines).

1985). The initial conditions of the Ðctitious Saturn were
uniformly distributed in the ranges AUa

S
\ 8.0È10.5

AU) and The initial(*a
S
\ 0.01 e

S
\ 0.0È0.2 (*e

S
\ 0.01).

positions of the other planets were chosen to be the actual
ones at epoch JD 2,451,100.5. Also, the initial inclination
and angular orbital elements of the Ðctitious Saturn were
Ðxed at their present values. During the numerical integra-
tion, the short-term oscillations (on the order of the orbital
periods) were eliminated by applying a low-pass Ðlter to the
output (see Michtchenko & Ferraz-Mello 1995). The orbital
paths obtained over 1.5 Myr were Fourier-transformed, and
the spectral number N was deÐned as the number of sub-
stantial (more than 5% of the largest peak) spectral peaks
in the oscillation of SaturnÏs semimajor axis. Finally, the
resulting values of N for each initial condition were coded
using a gray-level scale that varied logarithmically from
white (log N \ 0) to black (log N \ 2). They were then
plotted on the of initial osculating values of the(a

S
, e

S
)-plane

semimajor axis and eccentricity in Figure 1. Since large
values of N indicate the onset of chaos, the gray-scale code
is related to the degree of stochasticity of the initial condi-

tions : white corresponds to regular orbits, while darker
tones indicate increasingly chaotic motion.

The main mean motion resonances between the planets
exhibit chaotic motion and appear in Figure 1 as black
““ stalactites ÏÏ of di†erent widths. Two-planet mean motion
resonances are labeled on the top of the graph in the form

where P denotes the planet (““ J,ÏÏ ““ S,ÏÏ and ““ U ÏÏ fornP
j
:mP

i
,

Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, respectively) and n and m are
the integers that appear in the critical argument of the cor-
responding resonance. There are also several narrow verti-
cal bands of chaotic motion associated with three-planet
resonances (see Michtchenko & Ferraz-Mello 2001). The
present position of Saturn on the is marked by(a

S
, e

S
)-plane

a plus sign. Although we note that Saturn is presently
located in an apparently regular region, very close to the
5S:2J resonance with Jupiter, this may not have been true
in previous times. As the planetary migration theories
predict smaller values of the semimajor axis of Saturn in the
past, the location of this planet should be displaced to the
left in Figure 1. During migration forward to its current
position, the planet may have passed through the 7S:3J and
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9S:4J resonances with Jupiter and perhaps the 2S:1J
Jovian commensurability. As the migration process was not
uniform and monotonic (see Hahn & Malhotra 1999), it is
even possible for both planets to have passed through the
5S:2J resonance. Which of these resonances were actually
attained in the past obviously depends on the magnitude of
the migration process. Since these passages imply tempo-
rary chaotic motion of the planets, they may have a†ected
the orbits of smaller bodies of the solar system, whose orbits
are strongly dependent on the perturbers. Possibly one of
the best such candidates is the Trojan asteroids. Thus,
although it may be extremely difficult to evaluate whether
such passages actually occurred through analysis of the
planets themselves, we may Ðnd evidence in the dynamical
structure of ““ test particles,ÏÏ such as the Trojan swarm.

The Trojans are a population of several hundred
observed asteroids, located in tadpole orbits around the L4
and L5 Jovian Lagrange points. Although some of them
show chaotic behavior over timescales on the order of the
age of the solar system (see, e.g., Milani 1993 ; Giorgilli &
Skokos 1997), most probably have orbits sufficiently stable
(Levison, Shoemaker, & Shoemaker 1997) so as to be pri-
mordial. Figure 2 shows dynamical maps of the region
around the L5 point (the motion around L4 exhibits similar
behavior) for two di†erent initial asteroidal inclinations : (1)
I \ 1¡ and (2) I \ 15¡. The maps were obtained by applying
SAM to a 101 ] 31 point grid, with *a \ 0.005 AU and
*e \ 0.01. The time span of the numerical integrations of
the asteroidal motion was 650,000 yr. The real Trojans
(stars) were taken from the 2001 April version of the aster-
oid database of Lowell Observatory,2 and their orbital ele-
ments were recomputed to the plane given by the conditions
p \ [60¡, and Here- [ -

J
\ [60¡, ) [ )

J
\ 0¡. p \ j

is the resonant angle as a function of the mean longi-[ j
Jtudes of the asteroid (j) and Jupiter - and denote the(j

J
), -

Jlongitudes of perihelion of each body, and ) and are)
Jtheir longitudes of node. Those objects with inclination in

the range 0¡ \ I ¹ 10¡ are shown in the top left panel of
Figure 2, and those with I [ 10¡ in the top right. Finally,
the main dynamical structures in the vicinity of the libration
region are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2.

We note that practically all long-lived Trojans are
located in the regular regions (lighter zones). The domains of
regular motion are bounded mainly by the secular reso-l

16nance. It is interesting to note that the location of this com-
mensurability follows very closely RabeÏs stability curve,
deÐned as the boundary of stable tadpole orbits in the
restricted three-body problem, as a function of the eccen-
tricity (see Rabe 1965 for more details). The V-shaped
chaotic domains in the central resonant region in Figure 2
(top left) are caused by the interactions between proper
modes of the 1 :1 Jovian resonance and the proper modes of
the asteroidal 5 :2 mean motion resonance with Saturn,
which is just inside the 1:1 resonance with Jupiter. These
regions are mainly found for high eccentricities and have a
lower limit of about e B 0.07 (see Fig. 2, bottom).

The stability of JupiterÏs Trojans is mostly related to the
absence of signiÐcant secular resonances in the inner region
around each Lagrange point. The exception is the reso-l

16nance mentioned above, which only acts at relatively high
eccentricities. The e†ect of the Great Inequality (the 5 :2

ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
2 See ftp ://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html.

near-commensurability between Jupiter and Saturn) inside
the main libration zone is not signiÐcant (see &Beauge�
Roig 2001), contrary to the case of SaturnÏs hypothetical
Trojans (de la Barre, Kaula, & Varadi 1996). However,
because of planetary migration, the location of secular reso-
nances and planetary inequalities could be substantially
shifted, and moreover, the motion of Jupiter itself could be
chaotic. What would happen to the Trojan swarms in this
case? This is the question we will try to answer in the fol-
lowing.

3. THE SIMULATIONS

In order to test this scenario, we performed a series of
numerical simulations of a grid of 1581 Ðctitious Trojans,
using several di†erent orbital conÐgurations for the outer
planets. The simulations were carried out using RA15 in the
framework of the restricted spatial N-body problem, with
the Trojans as test particles, and including perturbations of
four major planets. It is worth recalling that in this model
the planets themselves su†er mutual perturbations.

The initial conditions for the Ðctitious Trojans were
chosen homogeneously in a rectangular grid deÐned in the
(a, e)-plane within the limits 5.0 AU ¹ a ¹ 5.5 AU and
0.0 ¹ e ¹ 0.3. Initial inclination was taken equal to 5¡ for
all bodies. Angular variables were chosen such that the
initial resonant angle, p, and were both equal to 60¡- [ -

J(L4 Lagrange point). The longitude of the node was taken
equal to that of Jupiter. For the planets, all the orbital
elements, except semimajor axes, were taken equal to their
present values. The mean orbital distances of the planets
were then varied in each simulation so as to place Jupiter
and Saturn in di†erent mutual mean motion resonances.

Our attention has been concentrated on three planetary
resonances, namely, 2S:1J, 7S:3J, and 5S:2J. Care was
taken not to introduce other commensurabilities between
the remaining planets. The chosen initial values of the plan-
etary semimajor axes were

AU, AU, AU, and1. a
J
\ 5.30 a

S
\ 8.26 a

U
\ 19.276

AU, for the 2S:1J resonance ;a
N

\ 30.205
AU, AU, AU, and2. a

J
\ 5.28 a

S
\ 9.32 a

U
\ 19.0

AU, for the 7S:3J resonance ;a
N

\ 29.0
AU, AU, AU, and3. a

J
\ 5.203 a

S
\ 9.60 a

U
\ 19.276

AU, for the 5S:2J resonance.a
N

\ 30.205
All simulations of asteroidal motion were followed over 5
Myr. During this time span the code checked for escaped
particles and was further related to their corresponding
initial conditions on the (a, e)-plane. The criterion for ejec-
tion was deÐned in terms of the eccentricity (e [ 0.7) and
the semimajor axis (a \ 4.0 AU or a [ 6.0 AU). We
obtained a series of maps of ejected Trojans on the (a, e)-
plane for di†erent times. It is worth recalling that the
planets were not migrated during the simulation, although
their orbits were allowed to vary according to their mutual
gravitational e†ects.

4. RESULTS

We begin by studying the Jupiter-Saturn 7S:3J reso-
nance. Since usual predictions for planetary migration
assume a variation in SaturnÏs semimajor axis of at least 0.8
AU, a passage through this resonance seems very probable.
A look at Figure 1 shows that this is, in fact, the Ðrst signiÐ-
cant commensurability (between JupiterÏs and SaturnÏs
mean motions) located to the left of SaturnÏs present posi-
tion. However, we must note that in Figure 1 the width of
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the chaotic region around this point is enhanced because of
the overlap with the 3U:1S resonance between Saturn and
Uranus. In this case, in order to avoid the interference of the
3U:1S resonance, the initial semimajor axes of Uranus and
Neptune were slightly changed from their current values.

Results for the 7S:3J resonance are shown in Figure 3.
Each plot is a snapshot of the escaped Trojans on the (a, e)-
plane at intervals of 1 Myr, beginning at t \ 2 Myr. Gray
domains correspond to those initial conditions that are still
bound to the system, while black regions indicate escaped
orbits. The percentage of ejected test particles is marked at
the top of each plot. After t \ 2 Myr, all particles outside
the Rabe stability region (Rabe 1965) have already escaped,
as well as some high-eccentricity orbits in the vicinity of the

secular resonance. But the central low- to moderate-l
16eccentricity region of the resonance su†ers no depletion.

After t \ 3 Myr, about 65% of the initial bodies have
escaped. Instabilities are mainly due to the resonancel

16(for large eccentricities) plus some evaporation close to the
separatrices, which separate tadpole from horseshoe orbits.
The next plot (t \ 4 Myr) is characterized by some deple-
tion inside the libration region itself. Nevertheless, the limits
of the surviving population remain more or less constant.
Finally, after t \ 5 Myr, only about 25% of the initial popu-
lation remains bounded. Their distribution is very similar to
the actual Trojan bodies, although the central libration
region is now a†ected signiÐcantly (compare with Fig. 2).
We may therefore conclude that the present dynamical
structure of the Trojans seems to be consistent with a plan-

etary migration that crossed the 7S:3J Jupiter-Saturn reso-
nance, even if this passage lasted as long as 4 million years.

Figure 4 shows the results for the 2S:1J commensur-
ability. According to Figure 1, this resonance is located at
about 1.4 AU from the present location of Saturn, and it
will have been crossed only if we assume about twice the
planetary migration suggested by Hahn & Malhotra (1999).
We can see from our simulation that the e†ect of this reso-
nance on the Trojan swarms is much more destructive.
After only 5000 yr, over 85% of the test particles have been
ejected. This number increases to 100% after less than
10,000 yr of integration time. Although a much larger insta-
bility should be expected in this case with respect to the
7S:3J resonance, its sheer magnitude was surprising. This
result seems to indicate that either planetary migration
never reached this point or, maybe, the passage through the
2S:1J commensurability lasted only a few hundred years.
However, this latter hypothesis seems rather unlikely.
Recent simulations by Roig, & (2001)Beauge� , Nesvorny�
show that if the initial position of Saturn is chosen at 8 AU,
and the value of the planetesimal disk chosen so as(M

disk
)

to induce a migration to its present orbit, then the transition
time inside the 2S:1J resonance should be about 5 ] 105 yr.

Finally, Figure 5 presents results for the 5S:2J Jupiter-
Saturn resonance. According to Figure 1, this resonance is
located to the right of SaturnÏs present location, but as we
mentioned in ° 1, a nonmonotonic variation of the semi-
major axes of these planets could have temporarily put
them in this commensurability. From our simulations, we

FIG. 3.ÈThe (a, e)-planes of initial conditions for the test particles, at four di†erent intermediate times during the integration, when Jupiter and Saturn are
in the 7S:3J mean motion resonance. Gray regions correspond to survivors, whereas black regions correspond to escaped bodies. The percentage of test
particles ejected from the region is marked at the top of each plot.
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FIG. 4.ÈResults for Jupiter and Saturn in the 2S:1J mean motion resonance. Color code is the same as in Fig. 3. Integration times are 2000 yr (left) and
5000 yr (right).

can see that the instability introduced by this resonance is
quite large. Even though it is not so destructive as the 2S:1J
resonance, we see that after 1.5 Myr almost all the test
particles are depleted. Moreover, even after only 500,000
yr the depletion is already signiÐcant. Thus, if a passage
of the planets through this commensurability e†ectively
happened, it probably lasted no more than a few hundred
thousand years.

Although all our simulations provide evidence of insta-
bilities generated inside the Jovian Lagrange points, we
have still not discussed their causes. Two di†erent explana-
tions are possible. First, the new conÐgurations of the
planets may shift (and perhaps intensify the e†ects of) the
secular resonances inside the libration zone. Second, the
chaotic motion of Jupiter related to the planetary commen-
surability may, in turn, generate large-scale stochasticity in
the Trojan region. This may occur directly through
a chaotic change in the location of the Lagrange points
themselves, or through large-scale sweeping of the inner
resonances. Both these e†ects are, in truth, mixed
and unfortunately cannot be analyzed separately in a
numerical simulation. Nevertheless, we can perform in-
direct calculations.

In order to test the Ðrst hypothesis, we determined the
position of and RabeÏs stability curve for each of thel

16di†erent planetary conÐgurations to see whether they
showed any signiÐcant displacement. This was done using
the same spectral analysis method employed for the con-
struction of the bottom panel of Figure 2. Results show that
the value of the fundamental frequency of SaturnÏs node g

6shows only small changes, and the position (and size) of the
resonance remains practically unchanged. The samel

16holds for RabeÏs curve. This seems to imply that the insta-
bilities observed in our simulations are probably not related
to changes in the structure of secular resonances.

A second possibility is an enhancement of the inter-
actions between the proper modes of the 1 :1 Jovian reso-
nance and mean motion commensurabilities with Saturn.
Since both planets are now placed in resonance lock, it is
reasonable to expect an increase in the importance of these
e†ects. An example can be seen in Figure 5 (left), where,
after only 500,000 yr, the V-shaped chaotic domain due to
the 5:2 resonance with Saturn is already much more pro-
nounced than in Figure 2 (top left). Nevertheless, even
though this hypothesis may very well explain the ejection of
particles in the immediate vicinity of such internal reso-

FIG. 5.ÈResults for Jupiter and Saturn in the 5S:2J mean motion resonance. Color code is the same as in Fig. 3. Integration times are 500,000 yr (left) and
1.5 Myr (right).
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nances, the region outside them should still be populated.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. A look at the right panel
of Figure 5 shows that after only 1.5 Myr the whole tadpole
region is practically depleted.

It therefore seems necessary to assume that the chaotic
motion of the planets themselves makes a signiÐcant contri-
bution to the instabilities of the Trojan orbits. This could be
either directly, through large-amplitude variations in the
orbit of Jupiter, or indirectly, as a result of large-scale
sweeping of the internal resonances with Saturn. Once
again, both e†ects are related and it seems difficult to iden-
tify which is more important. Perhaps additional and more
detailed simulations could provide us an answer and
conÐrm this mechanism.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a series of numerical simulations of
the evolution of test particles inside the Jovian 1:1 reso-
nance, in the case where Jupiter and Saturn are artiÐcially
placed in mutual mean motion resonant conÐgurations.
The results show that in certain cases, the passage of Jupiter
and Saturn through those commensurabilities located close
to their present positions can introduce very signiÐcant
instabilities in the orbits of the real Trojans. The origin of
these instabilities would be mainly due to the chaotic
behavior of Jupiter itself.

We have studied three di†erent resonances, namely,
2S:1J, 7S:3J, and 5S:2J. In each case, we analyzed the
instabilities induced on the test particles and their escape
times, and we have been able to deduce the approximate
upper bounds for the magnitude of the planetary migration
and to provide some insight on the timescale of this process.

The extremely large chaoticity generated by the 2S:1J
resonance on the test bodies seems to indicate that the
planets never crossed this point in the past. Thus, it appears
unlikely that the primordial relative positions of the
Jupiter-Saturn pair di†ered from present values by more

than 1 AU. Larger values of planetary migration are incom-
patible with the observed presence of asteroids in the L4
and L5 Jovian Lagrange points, if we assume that Trojans
are primordial objects.

The 5S:2J resonance also introduces signiÐcant insta-
bilities in the Trojan region on timescales on the order of
1 Myr. Thus, if the planets ever temporarily reached this
point, the passage could not have lasted much more than 1
Myr. This result may be important for two reasons. First, it
can be thought of as an independent conÐrmation of the
direction of the planetary migration, i.e., the primordial dis-
tance between Jupiter and Saturn could not have been
larger than the present one, but only smaller. Second, it also
places upper bounds for the nonmonotonic behavior of the
variation of the semimajor axes. This limit can be thought
of either in terms of size or in terms of duration. Thus, if
Jupiter and Saturn were, even temporarily, more distant in
the past, this conÐguration could not have been kept for
more than 1 Myr.

At last, the 7S:3J resonance does not seem to generate
any signiÐcant instabilities over timescales on the order of 4
Myr. From this result we can Ðnd no evidence to say that
such a conÐguration may not have been attained in the
past. We may conclude that the present population of the
Trojan asteroids is compatible with a planetary migration
in which (1) the variation of the distance between Jupiter
and Saturn was at most 1.4 AU, (2) the passage through the
7S:3J resonance lasted at most 4 Myr, and (3) any non-
monotonic component of the migration was either very
small or lasted less than about a million years.
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æ_DXáVC\±ZÙa�]Wa}´<Y[Ú�\^X2Ye]WYáÞ{abîm´<aDZ7_råÞ ®_ba÷YyÝOZÙ´7Yea�Tx¯�°^U`Z7\^ÝWa�TGYá¯�°^UWZ ®_baW²`ZÙYyÝOZ7_DÝ`]Wa�]`Y[ZÙY[´<X}\^Ý`_b´

PzP



TÙY�Üãa�]WY[´<\^_�Y{ïW\^TÙZ7\±´/U`X�_)ÜraDÜCU`°^_råÞ ®_ba2´7Yy°±Y[äb_DÝOZÙYá]WYeþ�´7a�\^_DÝWa�T/]`Ye¯�°^UWZ ®_baWê
� O ï�Ü�°^\~Þ[_b´¼_}Y{ïW\^TÙZ[æYyÝ`Þ[\^_o]WYeðz_DX ß� °^\~_DT/]WYá_DTÙZÙY[´Cßa�\^]WYyT:ÝWa�T¼þ�´7a�\^_DÝWa�Tx]WY�öGßUWÜ�\±ZÙY[´¼YyX�ZÙaD´<ÝWa
]WYà��îD²ãY2T7U`_u_DU`T7T[æYyÝ�Þ[\^_÷YyX�ZÙaD´<ÝWaõ]WYà��ïjê O T7ZÙY�Ü�´7aDV�°±YyX}_�Üãa�]WY[´�\^_�TÙY[´e_bVãaD´<]�_D]Wa÷]`Y
]`\±äDY[´�T7_DT�ðñaD´<X}_DTy²�]WYyT<]WY:_àÜ`´7a�Þ[UW´<_áÜãaD´�Y[äDYyÝOZ7U`_D\^TS]`\^ð�Y[´7YyÝ�åÞ[_DT�Ý`_áYyTÙZ7_bV�\^°~\^]`_D]WY¼_)°±a�Ý`ÚDa
Ü`´<_L�[a)]Wa�TG]Wa�\^T�Üãa�Ý ZÙa�T��_bÚD´<_DÝWÚDYy_DÝWa�T[²Wa�U÷ÜãaD´G]`\±ðñY[´7YyÝMåÞ[_DT�Ý`_áY[äDa�°~UMåÞ ®_ba}Þ{a�°^\^T7\^a�Ý`_D°�]Wa�T
]Wa�\^T+ÚD´<UWÜãa�T[² _bZ�ßY�ÜãYy°^_�Y{ï�\~TÙZ{æYyÝ`Þ[\^_á]`YefgV�\^_DTtheaDV�TÙY[´7äb_DÞ[\±a�Ý`_D°�YyÝ ZÙ´7Y:_DT�]�U`_DT�ÜãaDÜ�U`°^_råÞ ®aDYyTyê

� þ�YyÝ Z7_b´u\^]WYyÝOZ7\ ` Þ[_b´�_DT�ðñ_DXìß� °^\^_DT2]WY»_DTÙZÙY[´�ßa�\^]WYyToþÛ´<a�\^_DÝWa�T�]`Y»öGßUWÜC\±ZÙY[´�_bZÙ´<_lä+ßYyTu]WY aDVWî
TÙY[´7äb_råÞ ®aDYyT/YyT7ÜrYyÞ{ZÙ´<a�T7Þ9ßaDÜ�\^Þ[_DT[²r]`_2X2YyT7X�_)ð�aD´<X�_2íOUWY�ðña�\9ðñYy\±ZÙa�Þ{a�X�_DT¼ðñ_DXìß� °^\^_DTG]Wa}Þ[\^ÝWî
Z7UW´ ®_ba2Ü�´<\^Ý`Þ[\±ÜC_D°MøucM°±aD´�Þ*�y_L�÷Y[Zx_D°+· vzv y�²Q· vzvzv ü�ê

� ÿ:Ý`_D°^\^T7_b´÷_ YyT7Z7_bV�\^°^\^]�_D]WY ]Wa�TuþÛ´<a�\^_DÝWa�ToY»a�UWZÙ´<a�T�ÚD´<U`Üra�T÷]WYó_DTÙZÙY[´�ßa�\^]WYyTu_bZÙ´<_lä+ßYyT ]`Y
X2a�]WYy°±a�T�]WYxX}\^ÚD´<_råÞ ®_baàÜC°^_DÝWY[Z`ß_b´<\^_áX}_D\^T�´7Yy_D°mß� TÙZ7\~Þ{a�T�í�UWY¼a�T�UWZ7\^°^\��y_D]Wa�T�_bZ�ßY�aàX2a�X}YyÝ ZÙaW²
í�UWY¼°±Y[äDYyX YyX Þ{a�ÝOZ7_�²�Ü�´<\^Ý`Þ[\±ÜC_D°^X2YyÝOZÙYD²jaàðñ_bZÙa�]`_eX}\^ÚD´<_råÞ ®_baàÝ ®_baáZÙY[´�T7\^]`aeU`X Ü`´<a�Þ{YyT7T7a
fÙÞ{a�ÝOZyß� ÝOU`aõY}°^\^ÝWYy_b´ h�ê O T7ZÙYyTeX2a�]WYy°±a�T�Üãa�]`Y[´<\^_DX TÙY[´áUWZ7\^°~\$�y_D]Wa�T:Z7_DXáVGßYyX
Ü�_b´<_u_DÝ`_D°^\±î
T7_b´�Þ{a�X�X}_D\^T:]WY[Z7_D°^úWY�_�Ü`´<aDV�_bV�\^°^\~]`_D]WY�]WYàÞ[_bÜ�Z7UW´<_}YyX ´7YyT<TÙa�Ý�æ_DÝ`Þ[\^_�²rYà_DT:Y[äDYyÝOZ7U`_D\^T
Þ{a�Ý`TÙYyí��U9æYyÝ`Þ[\^_DTG]`_àX}\±ÚD´<_råÞ ®_ba�Ü�°^_DÝ`Y[Z`ß_b´<\^_eTÙaDV�´7Y¼a�T�Þ[\^ÝOZ7UW´ ®_baáÜ�´<\^X2aD´<]�\^_D°W]Wa�T�_DTÙZÙY[´�ßa�\^]WYyT
øñY{ïãê±²��Û\^a�UàYlUì_D°^ú`aDZÙ´<_2· vzv]w â�o�a�X2YyT¼· vzv]w üQYSaàÞ[\^Ý Z7U`´ ®_ba�]WY/âeU`\±ÜãY[´Sø»Uì_D°~úWaDZÙ´<_2· vzv x�ü�ê
ÿx\~Ý`]`_ËZÙYyX2a�T÷ÜãYy°^_Ëðñ´7YyÝOZÙY»X�U`\±ZÙaÆÞ[_DX}\^Ý`úWaKÜãaD´o_DÝ`]`_b´÷YD²/_bðñaD´7Z7U`Ý`_D]`_DX}YyÝ ZÙYD²/Yy°^Y»YyTÙZ7_

TÙYyX2Yy_D]Wa�]`Ye\^Ý�ßU`X2Y[´<a�TGÜ`´7aDV�°±YyX�_DTGYyX�_bVãY[´7ZÙaWê
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T�Yy_DU`Ú�ßYD² ë ê±²WYFq¼a�\±ÚW²¡c�ê±ò�µb¶D¶W·bê�*�h�j�$��� �NÂ�± ²�ÝWa�Ü`´7Yy°±aWê
T�YyÝ¡�D²¡� ê±²�YáÿxT7Ü�ú`_DUWÚW² O ê±ò¼· vzvzv êA�*�e�j�e��� ��¾�£ ²�x1��µb¶�ê
T�\^YyÝ9²¡qeê±²WY  Þ<ú�UWV�_b´7Z[²�ö`ê±ò¼· v y w ê���$���d�j���v���$���d�e�� "¡?�n� �  Â ²Cµ v µ1��µ v y�ê
R:U�Ý`Þ[_DÝ9²�U ê öWê±²��ÛY[ä�\^T7a�Ý9²`ûáê c�ê±²`YÑT�U�]`]9²  ê°U ê±ò¼· vzv x�êA���$���d�j����¢�� ����£ ²Cýb¶ w ý1��ýb¶]y�·bê
R:U�Ý`Þ[_DÝ9²�U ê öWê±²�é�U�\^Ý`Ý9²�þ�ê±²`Yeþ�´7YyX}_D\^Ý`YD²  ê±ò¼· v yzy�êA���$���d�e�� "¡?�n��¢q�{¤ ¥¦�V��� ±�£Y§ ²���k v ��� w ý�ê
cWY[´<Ý/ß_DÝ`]`Y_�D²CöWê ÿàê±ò¼· v yb¶�êA¨S©«ª¬�� �N¶�£ ²�P�y�·e��P v ·bê
cWY[´<Ý/ß_DÝ`]`Y_�D²CöWê ÿàê±²`Y � Ü-²�� ê î�ûàê±òx· v y<Po�*�h�j�$��� ÂY§ ²Û·[¶ v �C·yµb¶�ê
cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±ò¼· vzv PWêA���$���d�j���	¢q� �"£�§ ²CµDýDýb¶?��µDýDý w ê
cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±²�Y/âe°^_bðG�DYD²Oö`ê ë ê±ò�· vzv ·bê O Xz®A�6¥6¯j°V�¦���"±*°,²Z°���¡�³´����"±*°,²Z°���¡µ�j�&¯o¶^ ��)���¬°,�8©�·6±6�¦¯_¡

¸ ¡��&�j¹º°��e�j² Y¡��*�/¥*¹µ��²�ÿàê O ê�q/a+�Äø O ]9ê ü�²�¯�°^YyÝOU`X ¯�´7YyT7T[²WÜ�Ü-ê/· wzw �C·,y<PWê
cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±²`Y  _bZÙaW²�U ê±ò¼· v y v ê�	�*���`�j�&�¬�	�*���`�$�� 2¡��*� £�£�Â ²�x<P`·e�Nx<P w ê
cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±²�Uì\~Þ<úOZ7Þ<úWYyÝ��DaW²rþ�ê ÿàê±²`YFq/a�\^ÚW²¡c�ê±ò:· vzv y�êA���$���d�j���	¢q� ���"» ²Û·*P v ·e�C·,xb¶D¶�ê
cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±²FUì\^Þ�ú Z7Þ�úWYyÝ��DaW²)þ�ê ÿàê±² Ø YyT7äDaD´<Ý¼ß�C²dR�ê±²Fq/a�\±ÚW²�c�ê±²eY  \^X�U`°^_�²�ÿàê±òÇ· vzv y�ê

®A²D�j�&¥¦���Mj���)�$¥µ��n°V� ¾�» ²�·*P µzx1�C·*P ýDµ�ê
cQ°^aD´<Þ*�y_L�C²�U ê±²NTG_b´<U`Þ[Þ[\m²NU ê ÿáê±²�R:aD´7YyT7TÙa�U�Ý`]`\±´<_DX ² ÿáê±²{�Û_L�_�y_b´<aW²{R�ê±²�ÿxÝ`ÚDYy°^\�² ë ê±² YER:aDZÙZÙaW² O ê±ò
· vzv y�êA�*�e�j�e��� �N±�± ²CµDýDý1��µ<P�k�ê

cQ°^aD´<Þ*�y_L�C²ÅUÄê±²Å�Û_L�_�y_b´<aW²�R�ê±²�UìaDZ7ú�ßY{î:R�\^Ý`\$�D²�þ�ê±²�ÿxÝWÚDYy°~\�² ë ê±²�Y�T�Y[Z(�y°^Y[´y²Qÿàê±ò�· vzvzv ê=�	�*���`�_���
�	�*���`�$�� 2¡��*�HY�?�)��²D�	&¥*�n� ��±¡¾ ²�P�kDý1��P w ·bê

o:a�X2YyT[²�qáê±ò¼· vzv]w êA���$���d�j����¢�� ����¾ ²Cý v k1��P�¶W·bê
o:a�X2YyT[²�qáê±ò¼· vzv y�êA���$���d�j����¢�� ����» ²Cµzx v ¶?��µzx v]w ê

P w
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o�a�X2YyT[²�qáê±ò�µb¶D¶D¶�êA���$���d�j���	¢q� �N£Y£ ²rµzk v x1��µ w ¶ w ê
o�´7Y[YyÝ VãY[´7ÚW²�qeê±²WYFcW´�_DÝ���°~\^Ý9²�c�ê±ò¼· v]w k�ê¨S©«ª¬�� �  ± ²Û·e�Ny�ê
û:_Dú`Ý9²�ö`ê°UÄê±²�YÑUì_D°~úWaDZÙ´<_�²�qáê±ò¼· vzvzv êA���$���d�j���	¢q� ���  ²Cýb¶LP`·e��ýb¶]xDý�ê
ûxYyÝW´<_b´�]9²xöWê±²çUì\~°^_DÝ`\�²/ÿàê±²lU»UW´7´<_+�D² ë ê Ràê±²xYH�-YyX}_D\±ZÙ´<YD²xÿàê±òI· v yDý�ê¾¶�¥n²D¥*�$���¿¨W¥6�n �� ±�§ ²
ýDýzx1��ý<PzPWê

ûxYyÝW´<_b´�]9²�öWê±ò/· vzv ¶�ê�¶�¥*²D�v¨W¥h�* �� ¸ ¡j���v�	�*���*� ¾�¶ ²¡P ý1�Nk w ê
ûxa�°^X}_DÝ-²�UÄê±²`YF�I\^T<]Wa�Xõ²�öWê±ò/· vzv ý�êv���$���d�j���	¢q� ��£�Â ²Û· v y w �C· vzvzv ê
ûxa�°^X}_DÝ-²�UÄê±²`YdUìUW´<´<_,�D² Ø ê±ò¼· vzv k�ê�	�*���`�j�&�	¢�� ���{£ ²Q·yµ w y1�C·yµ v ý�ê
ûxaD´<\�²�o)ê±ò¼· v kzk�ê®À�HY¢ ��§ ²Cµzy w ��µ v k�ê
ö�Y_�¼\±ZÙZ[²¡R�ê±²`YF��U`U9²`öWê±òx· vzv ý�ê©s�_�����d¥ ±�»�£ ² w ýb¶?� w ýDµ�ê
âá\±´t�N��a�a�]-²�R�ê±ò÷·,yzk w êrUìY[ZÙY[aD´<\^Þ÷_DTÙZÙ´7a�Ý`a�XF�rò�_ìZÙ´7Yy_bZ7\^TÙYoa�Ý T7ú`aOaDZ7\^Ý`ÚìTÙZ7_b´<T[² ` ´7Y[VC_D°^°^Te_DÝ`]
_bY[´7a�°^\±ZÙYyT[ê�öWê T:ê��Û\^Ü`Ü�\^Ý`Þ{aDZÙZ[²W¯�ú`\^°^_D]WYy°^Ü�ú`\^_�ê

âá°^_bð¬�DYD²�öWê ë ê±²lcWY[´<´<_L�{îãU Yy°~°±aW²  ê±²xY�U»\^Þ�ú Z7Þ�úWYyÝ��DaW²eþ�ê ÿàê±ò · vzv µ�ê O X ¶^ ��)���e³8ª¬¥$�*�_���j���$¥
�j��¯O¶��j²,²D¥h�¦��°,Áj¥ ¸ ¡��&�j¹º°��e�j²Â®A �¥*���_¹8¥n���S°��O�, �¥X��j²D�j�\Y¡��$�/¥*¹)²  ê�cWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aÆø O ]9ê ü�²
âe°^U���Y[´y²¡R:aD´<]`´7YyÞ<úOZ[²�Ü`ÜÛêG·,xDý1�C·,xzy�ê

âáÝWY á�[Y[ä�\qßÞb²�®Qê±²{Uì\~°^_DÝ`\�² ÿàê±²{c`_b´<\^ÝWYy°~°^_�²O¯Qê±²{cW´7a�YyT7Þ<ú`°qßYD² ë ú9ê±² YlcW´7a�YyT7Þ<ú`°qßYD² ë ê±òS· vzv ·bêG�*�e�j�$�"� ¶�± ²
ý�·,k1��ýDýb¶�ê

�ÛY[ä�\~TÙa�Ý9²`ûàê c�ê±²�YFR�U`Ý`Þ[_DÝ9²�U ê öWê±ò:· vzv ý�êA���$���d�e�� 2¡��*�H¢��{¤^¥n�V��� ¾�£�» ²��Qýzx1����ýzy�ê
�ÛY[ä�\~TÙa�Ý9²`ûàê c�²�YFR�U`Ý`Þ[_DÝ9²�U ê öWê±ò¼· vzv PWêv�*�h�_�e��� �"£�§ ²Q·,y1��ýzk�ê
�ÛY[ä�\~TÙa�Ý9²`ûàê c�ê±²�Y  ZÙY[´<Ý9²  ê ÿáê±ò¼· vzv x�ê�*�h�j�$��� ���"» ²rý�·,x1��ýDý v ê
�ÛY[ä�\~TÙa�Ý9²`ûàê c�ê±²  úWa�YyX}_L�DY[´y² O ê°UÄê±²`Y  úWa�YyX}_L�DY[´y² ë ê  ê±òx· vzv]w êA©s�_�����d¥ ±�§�Â ²�P µ1��PzPWê
��\±a�U9²`öWê ë ê±²`YÑU»_D°^úWaDZÙ´<_�²�qáê±ò/· vzv]w ê«&�n°�¥*���$¥ £  Â ²Cý w x1��ý wzw ê
U»_D°^úWaDZÙ´�_�²�qeê±ò¼· vzv x�²À�	�*���`�_���	¢q� ���"£ ²�P µb¶?��P µ v ê
U»_D°^úWaDZÙ´�_�²�qeê±ò¼· vzv k�ê�	�*���`�_���	¢q� ����� ²�xb¶LP��Nx�·,k�ê
U»_b´t�y_b´<\m²¡c�ê±²CY  Þ<ú`a�°^°�²`ûàê±ò¼· vzv y�êA�*�e�j�e��� �N±�� ²¡P`·e�Nx�·bê
U»_b´t�y_b´<\m²�c�ê±²�c`_b´�\^ÝWYy°^°^_�²C¯�ê±²BR�_yä�\^T[²�Ràê qáê±²  Þ<úWa�°^°m²�ûáê±²CY ë _DX}ÜrapT�_bÚ�_bZ7\~Ý9²rÿàê±ò�· vzv]w êM�*�h�j�$���

�N£�Â ²rý v ��P v ê
U»\^Þ�ú Z7Þ�úWYyÝ��DaW²Cþeê ÿáê±²`YÑcWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±ò/· vzv x�ê���$���d�j���«�	�*���`�e�� 2¡��*� ±�£�± ² v P�x1� v kDý�ê
U»\^Þ�ú Z7Þ�úWYyÝ��DaW²Cþeê ÿáê±²`YÑcWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±ò/· vzv k�ê���$���d�j���«�	�*���`�e�� 2¡��*� ±���£ ²Q·[¶�µ�·e�C·[¶�ýzx�ê
U»\^Þ�ú Z7Þ�úWYyÝ��DaW²Cþeê ÿáê±²`YÑcWY[´7´<_L�{îãUìYy°^°±aW²  ê±ò/· vzv]w ê®²Ã�_���Mj���)�$¥µ��¦°�� ¾�Â ²Û·,xzy w �C·,x v ý�ê
U»\^°^_DÝ�\�²�ÿàê±òx· vzv ý�êº¶�¥*²D�v¨W¥h�* �� ¸ ¡j���v�	�*���*� Â  ²�x v � v PWê
Uìa�a�Ý`T[²�U ê±²�YFUìaD´7V�\^]WYy°~°^\�²�ÿáê±ò¼· vzv x�ê�*�h�j�$��� ����¾ ²CýDý1�Nxb¶�ê

P�y
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U a�a�Ý`T[²�U ê±²�UìaD´7V�\^]WYy°~°^\�²�ÿáê±²`YFU»\±Ú�°^\^aD´<\^Ý`\�²{c�ê±ò¼· vzv y�êA�*�e�j�$�"� ��±�Â ²¡P�xzy1��P�kzy�ê
U aD´<_D\~T[²�UÄê ûàê±ò�µb¶D¶W·bê�	�*���`�_���¬���$���d�e�� 2¡��*� ±�»�¶ ²�k wzw �Nkzy v ê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²Oÿàê±ò¼· vzv k�êA���$���d�j���	¢q� ����� ²rµ<P�xDý1��µ<P�k�·bê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²Oÿàê±ò¼· vzv]w êA�*�e�j�e��� �N£  ²Û·e�C·yµ�ê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²Oÿàê±²`YÑUìaOa�Ý`Ty²�UÄê±ò:· vzv ý�êA�*�h�_�e��� ��£�± ² vzv �C·[¶]y�ê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²Oÿàê±²`Y Ø YyTÙäDaD´<Ý¼ß�r²�R�ê±ò¼· vzvzv êA�*�e�j�$�"� �N±�¶ ²rµ v x1��ýb¶]y�ê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²Oÿàê±²�þ/úWa�X}_DTy²¡c�ê±²�YÑU a�a�Ý`T[²�UÄê±ò¼· vzv x�ê�*�h�j�$��� ���"§ ²CýDµDµ1��ý<P�¶�ê
U aD´7VC\^]WYy°^°^\m²�ÿáê±²�®9_bÜ`Ü�_D°ãa_�²Bj�ê±²�U a�a�Ý`T[²�U ê±² ë Yy°^°^\^Ý`aW²rÿàê±²9Yeo:a�Ý`Þ*�y\�²sqeê±ò)· vzv x�êº�*�e�j�$�"� ���"§ ²
·yýDµ1�C·,x<PWê

UìUW´<´<_,�D² ë ê R�ê±ò:· vzv PWêA�*�h�_�e��� ���N£ ²�P�kzx1��P�y<PWê
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